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EDITOR'S  NOTE

The STABLE
HOUSE OF CARDS

by Rebecca I. Perez

L
ife is like a deck of cards, some people are dealt a 
perfect hand while others have to bluff time and 
time again hoping they receive a full house. When 
you don’t have the resources needed to succeed, 
you have to create those possibilities for yourself. 

Me, I had to think outside the box and play the cards I didn’t even 
have to begin with. I knew I had a purpose, something that made 
me different from others. I could feel it. I wanted to find my voice 
and share it with others around me. I wanted women to have a place 
where they could be bold, be confident, be independent and not be 
suppressed or minimized for being “too much” of anything. 

So when it came time to executing on my dreams, it had to be the 
GOSS Magazine. I launched a print publication in a time where 
people were going away from print and solely online. 

I believe when the market goes right, you should always go left. 
Others didn’t believe in that algorithm as strongly as I did. I got 
turned down by multiple distributors who didn’t believe in a busi-
ness oriented magazine for women, I got turned down by compa-

nies who didn’t see the value in print, but I kept pushing because I 
knew we were at the cusp of a new age. I had a vision that print was 
coming back like a storm and we were at the forefront of it. 

That’s what this issue is all about - THE BOLD EXECUTION - Fea-
turing the outliers, entrepreneurs who stepped out of their comfort 
zones, risked it all, and built beyond themselves. For the ones who 
created their own opportunities and didn’t wait for permission to 
execute on them.  

Randy Pausch said it best "we cannot change the cards we are dealt, 
just how we play the game.” oh, and Stay Gossy. 



Hairstylist:Tracy Nguyen
Photography: Cody Haze 
Creative Director: Sasha Gorenshtein
Dress: Shop Viixen 
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ANNE-MARIE ST-LAURENT 
& KRIS AVAKIAN

BLACK SUEDE STUDIO / BSS

The Black Suede Studio Group initially launched in 
2016 as a private label division, offering compet-
itive full-service solutions to major brands across 
North America. As a response to the void in the 
market for Black Suede Studio’s offering and the 

strong demand for high-quality shoes at a mid-range price point, 
the brand launched in 2018. From their words : They say great 
shoes can take you great places: Black Suede Studio’s styles are 
designed to take you everywhere, in every stage of life. With ul-
tra-wearable silhouettes and on-trend detailing, our curated selec-

Photo credit: Avril Franco Photographe
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FASHION

tion of boots and shoes are developed with “the woman on the go” 
in mind. From the boardroom to the bar scene, these shoes work 
overtime (while making time for after-hours playtime). We are all 
about versatility, supreme quality, and empowering you to enjoy 
our shoes from a.m. to p.m.

Why the name Black Suede Studio ?

Black Suede is the most common material used in the fashion in-
dustry, so it just fit perfectly. It has that luxurious feel and elegance 
that really represented our brand. Studio because our business has 
different branches to it. We’re a design studio and we offer our 
services to private labels as well. 

What differentiates your brand from others on the market ?
 
It's the vision of the brand. The idea behind the brand is for the 
woman on the go. There's no age boundaries for our products, 
we're very versatile. From day to night, every style has its own 
sparkle to make any woman feel special and unique. Even if you're 
not up to date with the latest trends, you'll find your perfect match 
to elevate your worth and make you feel good. Everything is based 
on comfort, wearability. Nothing is extreme. 

Most of the collections as we grow is being sourced, developed 
and designed with our partners out of Europe. Italy, Portugal, and 
Brazil. 

We wanted to create good quality product that hits the right price 
range. We're not trying to compete with high luxury brands but 
at more affordable prices. Our shoes range from $140-400. Made 
from the finest hand made leather and fabrics on the market. 

Future projects coming up ?

We have partnered up with Dress to Success to donate samples of 
shoes to help women re enter the work force. Our plan is to always 
give a portion back to women in need to make them feel good on 
the inside and outside.

Where do you get your inspirations for upcoming collections ?

The process is to analyze upcoming trends at all levels in fashion - 

whether that's apparel or shoes. 

We work with trend forecasters. We pay attention to the ready to 
wear collections coming out. What are the tones, are they bright 
warm, is it pastels, is it bright, is there a lot of print, textiles. 
It's really analyzing that at every level. We put a team in place 
to download all this information. Then we take business trips to 
places that will inspire our looks such as New York, Hong Kong, 
Shanghai, Paris, London. Then we filter and find the right direc-
tion for our brand.

What motivates you to keep going ?

Success which for me is defined by how you impact others. 
Our goals is to build a community, a brand that supports women 
and that empowers them in their everyday lives. I always want to
use real women for photoshoots because I feel like people will
relate more to real women. It's hard to be a woman in business 
especially, we struggle with balancing it all especially with children 
and a career. I feel like that's the message behind the brand.

Where do you see BSS in 5-10 years ?

We plan on opening brick and mortars in North America. Our 
mission is to continuously focus on building a modern, family 
oriented and flexible company. We focus on the growth of our em-
ployees and expend in foreign markets such as the US and Europe. 
Our long term vision is to build a full on brand with apparel and 
accessories. 

Now available in CANADA : Browns, TNT, La Maison Simons, 
The Green Room, Imelda Loversland, SOS Save Our Souls, 
Alton Gray, Espace Pepin, Billie Boutique, Premium, Tozzie.
USA : Anthropologie, Nordstrom

Shop directly at WWW.BLACKSUEDESTUDIO.COM
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ADAM & ANTHONY ZARA
Brothers Adam and Anthony Zara operate Accent Impression Inc., a family business 
that specializes in printing catalogues, brochures, wide format and point-of-sale sig-
nage for some of North America’s leading brands and retailers. The 30-year-old firm 
is widely recognized for its quality, reputation and outstanding service. 

For more information, visit: WWW.ACCENTIMPRESSION.COM

AVRIL FRANCO
Avril Franco is the Founder and Editor in Chief of Avril Magazine, a lifestyle digital 
magazine that focuses on Montreal personalities and latest trends. In just two years, 
Avril has managed to create her very own magazine that continues to grow at an 
exponential rate. She has photographed and worked with some of the biggest names 
in the fashion, artistic and design industry in Quebec. Her vision is to become the 
VOGUE of Canada and she is well on her way there. 

Check out the latest on: WWW.AVRILMAGAZINE.COM
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BRANDON BOZARTH
Transformational coach, healer, business strategist, Brand is the true definition of 
stepping into your intrinsic power. He is self-aware, inspiring and able to evoke trans-
forms from his clients. He's healed people out of depression and suicidal episodes. 
He is recognized worldwide hosting various events and retreats to transform on an 
International scale..

WWW.BRANDONBOZARTH.COM

CODY HAZE
Artist, photographer, visionary in the graphics, illustration and design. Based in To-
ronto but an avid world traveler, Cody is recognized for his eccentric style, his bold 
style and overall aesthetic approach. He's been featured in top magazines around 
the world, and works with some of the biggest fashion brands. He's on Goss Club's 
watchlist for self made artist who's about to take over the scene.

Find his exclusively on Instagram @CODYHAZE

FAFA KHAN
Montreal born and raised, Fafa has quickly established herself as one of the most 
sought after International female artists. Playing regularly in cities like Shanghai, 
Hong Kong, Miami, New York as well as events and festivals like Osheaga, Ile Soniq, 
and Igloofest. Fafa has opened and DJed for artists like Belly, ASAP Ferg, Akon, 
Sean Paul, Justin Bieber, and many more. Hailing of Japanese, Pakistani and Finnish 
descent - Fafa's versatility as an artist aligns with her diverse background. At just 18 
years old, she began performing and closing residencies in her hometown of Mon-
treal. Time and time again, her one of a kind ability to read and play to any crowd, 
and stageful selection of hip hop in her sets, have set Fafa Khan apart in a league of 
her own. 
WWW.FAFAKHAN.COM
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HANNA HAJILOU  
Founder of À LA TABLE: the concept was created out of Hanna’s passion for family 
gatherings, love of food and her ability to transform any table into a visual masterpiece 
of its own. This culinary passionate was surrounded by food, flowers and candlelight 
dinners her entire life, and decided a year ago that it was time to live out her passion 
of bringing people together, to enjoy a gorgeous, colorful spread of scrumptious food. 
To feast, to celebrate, to share, to laugh, to enjoy - and mostly, to love; the essence of 
any successful gathering.

WWW.ALATABLE.CA

JACOB PEREZ  
Jacob Perez has been investing aggressively in the Hamilton, Ontario real estate 
market since he was 23 years old. Leveraging his early success, he began partnering 
with families and professionals in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) to complete joint 
venture real estate transactions. Jacob works as a Mortgage Agent with Synergy Mort-
gage Group, a role that allows him to educate investors and first-time homebuyers 
how to leverage real estate to build wealth.

WWW.SYNERGYMORTGAGEGROUP.COM

JENNIFER MALANOS
Owner of  YES PLEASE,  a one  stop (sweet) shop from Montreal, has set to con-
quer  one thing...  add some sweetness into your  life! After attending culinary and 
pastry school, Malanos decided to turn cookies into a lifestyle. Inspired by, well basi-
cally anything, it stly has a cookie that everyone is talkin' about! 

WWW.YESPLEASEMTL.COM

GHASSEN GHARIANI
Ghassen is the owner and Founder of Gharyan Stoneware, one of the most prestigious 
important goods on the market. He distributes to the most luxurious clients from 
restauranteurs to hotels sourced from the Cap Bon peninsula in Tunisia. 

WWW.GHARYAN.CA
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JUSTIN COMEAU  
As an established real estate professional and President of M Real Estate, Justin 
Comeau is an industry expert with a creative vision for success. His passion for design 
and innovative marketing strategies are the core to both the growth of the agency, 
and the satisfaction of each of his clients. Driven, meticulous and charismatic, Justin 
believes in the highest standard of marketing properties and is always recognized as a 
first-mover in the real estate industry.

WWW.MIMMOBILIER.COM

KAT ROMANOFF   
Founder of KROMAD, a design agency that carries some of the biggest brands oper-
ating in Canada and the US. Kat pays special attention to detail and can deliver high 
quality in the timeliest fashion. She is recognized for her signature looks that never 
go out of style. She also happens to be the graphic designer and creative director for 
the GOSS Magazine.

WWW.KROMAD.COM

KARIM CHAKIR, JULIEN  
ZUILI, MOHAMAD 
CHAABOU 
Founders behind KorPower, a placement agency that focuses primarily on 
customer satisfaction and client care. Dealing with professionals in every 
industry from restaurateurs, to accountants, to lawyers they have placed 
themselves as the "creme de la creme" of agencies to help other companies 
find their perfect match and vice versa. 

WWW.KORPOWER.CA
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HAMZA MENEBHI, 
AMINE BENTAHER
Owners of The Boho Lab, a new bohemian decor store, offering a wide range 
of hand-woven Berber rugs in Montreal and Marrakech.  
Amine is a landscape architect and Hamza from engineering, they were 
united by their love for design, culture and artistries. 

WWW.THEBOHOLAB.COM

KEISHIA ALEXANDRA TUNIS
Founder of KHAIR Products, which offers 100% virgin, unmodified hair extensions 
and Remy hair extensions on the market. Their hair extensions are from contentious 
donors, contain no synthetic fibres or chemical treatments. Their goal is to offer cli-
ents high-quality hair extensions at an affordable price, for a natural, quality result. 
Check out their online store for offers for multiple types of hair extensions adapted 
to suit different needs: lace closure, lace frontal, 360 lace frontal, machine weft hair 
extensions, clip-ins, keratin U-tip, and Custom wigs.

WWW.SHOPKHAIR.COM

JEREMY SERFATY
Founder of Ace Cancer Fund, a charity he started and EL3VATE Media Marketing 
Agency. He's worked with global leaders such as salon de l'auto 2018, YUM Cre-
ations, As-Fur, Fresh MTL, Mr.Puffs just to name a few. Philanthropy is part of his 
DNA and he's already helped raise over $75,000 for cancer by hosting multiple events 
and galas  in partnerships with Montreal brands such as Rudsak, TD Bank, Steve 
Madden and Beatrice to name a few. 

For more on Jeremy: WWW.EL3VATEMEDIA.COM
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LUKE FARROW  
Originally from Brisbane, Australia Luke is a videographer and artist who has worked 
with some of the biggest brands including Adidas, Dolce and Gabbana, Dior as well 
as renown actors such as Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt, Jamie Foxx. He is the co-Founder 
of BLNK media based in Shanghai and the creative genius behind the X Suit.

WWW.XSUIT.COM

MAXIMILIEN PEREZ   
Co-Founder and Creative Director of the fastest growing fashion tech brand on 
the market. Born in Montreal and living in Shanghai for the last decade. Perez has 
revolutionized the fashion industry starting with the X Suit, now X Tee, and soon to 
come a line for women and children alike. Deemed the “Apple of Fashion Tech” the 
brand is quickly making noise amongst Business Insider, GQ, Forbes and continu-
ously growing their markets worldwide. Very soon we’ll all be wearing an X Suit as 
our uniform. 

WWW.XSUIT.COM

DREW OROS   
Drew Oros is a New York based entrepreneur who previously led sales for a medical 
analytics startup in the Princeton ecosystem. His new focus is the fast emerging $2B 
custom sneaker market where he's founding his own line catering to celebrities and 
athletes with more refined taste.

Follow him directly on Instagram @SNEAKGODNEWS
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ROBERT MEDALSY 
Entrepreneur in the fashion industry, Robert stands out in the market because he's 
always bringing new trendy brands to local stores. His pieces come exclusively out of 
Europe and retails in Canadian stores and online. 

Find him on Instagram @MEDALSYROBERT

SARAH ROSA MENARD
As a dedicated real estate professional, Sarah Rosa Menard is known for providing 
her clients with a superior level of service and care. Her extensive knowledge of the 
market and sharp intuition guarantee client satisfaction at every stage. Sarah believes 
in comporting herself with integrity, respect and professionalism to make your ex-
perience as seamless and memorable as possible. Sarah’s commitment to providing 
innovative marketing strategies and achieving ambitious goals allow her to think 
creatively outside the box and provide proactive solutions while delivering the best 
in-class service.

WWW.CROWNREALESTATE.CA

RANA KANO
Young graduate from University of Montreal with a degree in Biology, Rana always 
appreciated the entrepreneurship of her mother and was inspired by the timeless 
beauty of the work being done at Aura Design. Post graduation, she joined the team 
full time, investing her time and energy in redefining Aura Design’s brand. From 
creating a new logo, to redesigning the website and marketing content, Rana brought 
recognition to the name and expanded the company’s network. She has been fulfilling 
the roles of project manager, marketing director, consultant and brand ambassador.

WWW.AURADESIGNONLINE.COM
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VICTORIA LYMBURNER
Owner of Fit Club 24, Fitness and Health Coach worldwide, Motivational speaker, 
and personal trainer. Victoria has won many competitions in fitness and remains a 
motivation for many to get to their ultimate health goal. 
To contact her further @victoriagetfit
 
By email at: FITCOACHVICTORIA@GMAIL.COM

SASHA GORESHTEIN
Fellow #GOSS, Entrepreneur, Fashion Stylist, Aleksandra (Sasha) Goreshtein - has 
taken over the online market with her renown womens brand - Shop Viixen. With 
no prior experience in the fashion industry, she jumped into the market and  has 
quickly gained recognition by a-list celebrities and influencers for her trendy and 
elegant pieces. Sasha has an eye for design, but she also has a vision that goes beyond 
expectations. She's also the official Creative Director for GOSS Magazine. 

Shop her looks directly at: WWW.SHOPVIIXEN.COM

FEATURES

SOMI EOM
Somi Eom joined Titan York in 2016 with a background in luxury fashion manage-
ment. Somi’s resourceful and consultative approach with a strong focus on superior 
service makes her a valued resource for her clients. As a fitness competitor with a pas-
sion for advocating a mindful lifestyle, Somi’s mission is to assist in the expansion of 
businesses in the Health, Fitness, and Wellness industry by facilitating and optimizing 
their real estate decisions.

For more on Somi on Instagram @SOMIARAE
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ZOE & ZACH
CLAMAN DE MELO

ZCD Montreal, founded in 2013, Zoe & Zach, the Claman De Melo sib-
lings combined their worlds of racing and fashion to create a luxury essential 
sneaker brand that is able to transition from the race track to the runway. 
While being on trend and continuously staying innovative, ZCD has set the 
pace for the comfortable ultra chic sneaker.  Being 100% made in Italy, we 
are known for  our  superior  quality and use of  the finest leathers , furs and 
skins from the most exclusive tanneries in the world. ZCD will continue 
to grow and strongly impact the world of fashion and racing. While still 
maintaining its qualities, we will preserve a collection that transitions from 
day to night, without compromising trend and comfort.

WWW.ZCDMONTREAL.COM compromising trend and comfort.

YVONNE (JIAYAO YU 
TING, YAOTING LI)
Founders and designers behind WMWATCHME, a Montreal based fashion 
jewelry brand that distills complexity into a wearable statement. Each collec-
tion builds on a vocabulary of bold, sculptural statements that can mix and 
match together.

WWW.WMWATCHME.COM

FEATURES
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Photo credit: Avril Franco Photographe

How did you get into custom upholstery coming from fashion 
and hairdressing?

I was originally a clothing designer, manufacturer, and retailer. I 
had stopped working for a few years and was looking for a small 
business to get into. Lina had been in hairdressing for many years 
and wanted a change as well. My younger sister introduced us to 
an upholsterer who was doing some work at her home. We went 
to his shop to see what he was making and thought that his work-
manship looked really good. Within a week of our first meeting 
we decided to start a new business together.

Since our start-up in Little Italy, 24 years ago, we’ve moved to 
the Sud-Ouest where we operate out of a refurbished loft build-
ing located on the Canal Lachine. We’re fortunate to be able to 

work and live in the same building. This allows us to pursue our 
extra-curricular loves with ease. For Lina, it’s having a studio to 
do her artwork. While for me, (points to his guitars) it’s playing 
music.

Why Mirage ?

Whatever product we were going to make, we wanted it to be the 
very best possible. Our whole concept at Mirage is to make and 
deliver the best product we can. We weren’t looking to attract a 
clientele who was only price conscious. We really wanted a clien-
tele who would appreciate the quality of product we wanted to 
make for them. Between Lina’s eye for hair design and mine for 
clothing design we make an unbeatable couple for putting out 
high quality furniture. Our company motto is “Taste is a matter 

LINA SANTELLA & 
PHILLIP SHAPIRO

ENTREPRENEURS in the DESIGN INDUSTRY

She’s definitely details and I’m definitely not” he laughs. Phillip Shapiro and Lina Santella, are the entrepreneurs behind 
Atelier Mirage, an upholstery shop located in Montreal’s Griffintown area. Entering their 25th year in business, Mirage 
is recognized as the creme de la creme for upholstery in town. From their variety of experience coming from a fashion 
background for Phillip, while his partner (and wife) Lina being a hairdresser allowed for a dynamic perspective and twist in 
this field. Both from creative industries, both gave up what they were doing to do something together in harmony. 
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of choice. Quality is a matter of fact”. 

We work primarily with interior Designers and Architects, in 
Montreal, New York, Washington, and Miami. We cater to up-
scale Residential and Commercial projects.

Our foray into the US commercial market was through our neigh-
bour, Andres Escobar. He had us make furniture for his projects in 
New York and New Jersey. Through that we met buying services 
who would commission us to make their furniture.

When we booked our first commercial project we were given a 
six month delivery deadline. We called the client two weeks in 
advance of the delivery date to inform them that we’d be ready to 
ship on time. They seemed shocked. They told me that no sup-
pliers are ever ready on time and that they really didn’t need the 
furniture for another two months. They told us to ship to a ware-
house. I refused. I explained that we never ship to warehouses. We 
don’t want anyone touching our furniture. We always do our own 
installations. We offer a White Glove Service. This was something 
else the buyers weren’t used to.

Well, here we are 12 years later, still doing business with those 
buyers except that these days they’ve built up such confidence 
in Mirage that we get to pick and choose which pieces we want 
to make for their projects. We don’t have to bid for any orders 
as they’ve grown to know us. We have our prices, we ship high 
quality product, and we’re non-negotiable on price. When people 
meet us at our Mirage for the first time their first impression is 
that “we’re unconventional”.

When we’ve been asked to submit shop drawings for commercial 
projects we always end up making a prototype rather than sketch-
ing one. Designers aren’t used to that. However, once they’ve been 
involved they always prefer our way to theirs.

When we came up with the name “Mirage” we dreamed of a place 
where designers could come to us with their ideas, close their eyes, 
wait a bit of time, and when they’d open their eyes again their 
design would appear. In a way we’ve been able to make that dream 
a reality. One of the perks of making better furniture is the ability 
to work with amazing fabrics. We work with the likes of Loro 
Piana for their magnificent cashmeres, Hermes Home Textiles, 

& Moore & Giles fine leathers, just to name a few. Although our 
clients provides us with gorgeous fabrics, it’s up to us to turn them 
into magnificent pieces of furniture or junk. Many finishing tech-
niques we use today came from my clothing experience. It’s those 
little details which separates our quality from other custom shops.

Another unique part of our business is that neither Lina nor I are 
upholsterers. Our team is made up of people from Italy, France, 
Russia, Romania, Venezuela, Cuba, Mexico, Caribbean Islands 
and Quebec. When we started on this venture I had an idea to ap-
proach the very best upholsterers in Montreal and provide them 
with a shop which would have the best tools. I wanted to have a 
shop where everyone was an “A” class upholsterer. My idea was 
not acceptable to the people I approached. No one understood 
what I wanted to build. So, we went about doing it slowly over 
time. Today, we feel the Mirage has the best custom upholstery 
team, anywhere. We try to make furniture with best finish in our 
industry.

Do people appreciate the quality of fine furniture here as 
much as they do in Europe?

It has a lot to do with upbringing. I found, over time, that the 
quality comes from what you’ve been accustomed to seeing or 
living with. If you didn’t grow up around nice furniture, or study
furniture, how can you produce it? We love to see that moment 
when a client sits on a luxurious down filled seat cushion and falls 
in love… Our attention to details is what differentiates us from 
the other makers.

Lina is able to take any designs we’re given and turn them into 
something beautiful. Our clients love working with her. They 
don’t like me as much because I collect the money. But, the bit-
terness of low quality is remembered long after the joy of a low 
price. So, they usually come around.

For more details or to get your next custom piece made, visit:

WWW.ATELIERMIRAGE.COM
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Claste Collection One: Tension

Consisting of a series of bold and evocative elements 
using a limited material palette comprised primar-
ily of glass and stone. This inaugural collection 
from Claste assembles every piece with an eye 
to eliciting the tension inherent in the nature of 

each material. The collection highlights artistic director Quinlan 
Osborne’s innovative and moving approach to timeless, elegant 
furniture.
This collection has been designed to challenge these prevailing 
perspectives and perceptions by defamiliarizing the everyday so as 
to make the act of sitting a conscious rather than an unconscious 
act. The ideas of fragility and stability are core to the experience 
of the collection, creating pieces that look impossibly stable yet 
simultaneously grounded.

By juxtaposing the weight and hardness of the stone with the 

transparency and delicacy of the glass, pieces like the chair “how 
fragile this love” or the bench “where we first met” create visual 
compositions where one material appears suspended within anoth-
er. Composed of a sheet of tempered glass laminated between two 
layers of onyx this suspended plane has been glued directly to the 
face of the glass panels without the use of any mechanical fasteners 
or visible support system. Once cured, the invisible nature of the 
glued joint reinforces the notion of floating and lightness but also 
a sense of fragility which in turn initiates a moment of pause and 
reflection.

Other pieces work entirely with stone to push the boundaries of 
what we perceive as comfortable. In “and here I sit” the simple act 
of visually removing one leg results in a chair that shifts in appear-
ance from precariously balanced to solid and permanent. The use 
of quartzite, an incredibly strong and durable stone suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use yet also graceful and alluring due 
to the translucent quality of its natural crystalline veining, allows 
the finished pieces to appear ephemeral and evanescent when illu-
minated.

The end result is a collection of works that challenge our pre-
conceived notions and expectations. They embrace tension rather 
than reject it so as to enhance and transform the commonplace 
into something transcendent and profound.

DESIGN

Photo credit: Maude Billy

Photo credit: Patrick Laroque Photographe
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LAW

DAVID 
GHAVITIAN

INTERNATIONAL 
REAL ESTATE 
LAWYER AT 
YOUR DOORSTEP

I was sworn officially as a lawyer in Octo-
ber of 2005. At the time, the law firm 
that I was interning for told me original-
ly, I was only going to stay there for six 
months but they kept me on the team 

for years afterwards. It was quite a welcome to 
the world of law as I became a published author 
on securities law at the same time! It was a great 
experience that I cherish to this day as my boss 
at that firm remains my mentor to this day! He 
gave me a lot of latitude to work for and look 
for my own clients so I guess that’s when my 
entrepreneurial drive was kickstarted. 

Soon thereafter, I was directly solicited by the 
head of this real estate group that owned / man-
aged about 60 million square feet of space at the 
time. I really had to think about it. Here I was 
working on my own, and yet I didn’t know if I 
really wanted to work for somebody else. But I 
was also curious as to see where this adventure 
would take me.

At the time, I did a lot of soul searching and 
met with a client of mine who had a massive 
real estate portfolio himself. I asked him about 
this opportunity and he basically told me that 
with the experience I was going to get there, I 

would learn so much more and it could only but advance me so 
much more than if I worked on your own. Just do it. So, I took 
the leap of faith and started working as in-house counsel soon 
thereafter.

Photo credit: Avril Franco Photographe
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I was the youngest employee in the whole company. It was a real 
eye-opening experience for me so as to discover how a well-oiled 
and respected real estate company works. After working there for 
several years, I still had that entrepreneurial itch and I decided 
to start applying for firms, but with only 5-6 years’ experience, 
it was quite challenging to find something up to my caliber and 
expectations so that’s when I decided to start working for myself 
and fulfil my own destiny as opposed to fulfilling someone else’s.

What was one of your first challenges?

The definition of an entrepreneur is someone who starts up a busi-
ness with a great financial risk. Here I was starting out on my own 
and  I didn’t even have an office!  At the time, I had no choice but 
work out of the old Java U on Monkland Avenue. If I had clients 
to go see, I would go to them. That was a real added value to my 
business that I still do to this day!  I cant tell you how much they 
appreciated that! 

One day, that very client who gave me that advice had asked me 
where I was working from and when I told him, he offered to give 
me a space in a building he was managing in the old port at basi-
cally cost. If you don’t ask, you’ll never find those opportunities.

Where do you get your drive from ?

I am the product of Iranian Jewish immigrants who had to leave 
their familiar settings because of political circumstances. It wasn’t 
a safe environment for minorities there, so my dad didn’t just 
immigrate, he had to escape. 

I took this all for granted and wasn’t really grateful for my present 
circumstances until I worked several years ago in Malaysia under 
the Quebec Investor Program. 

All of my clients were investor types and when asked why they 
wanted to come to Quebec, they would point to their children. 
These were people who had a net worth of over $2M, yet regard-
less of their financial situation, they want to make sure that there 
kids have every opportunity that is given to them. 

This is why my practice is heavily accentuated on foreign real 
estate investors. Our province has so much to offer in terms of 

education, affordability and opportunity that I wanted to make 
sure that if my investor clients could come here, I would be at the 
forefront of not only helping them find such opportunities but to 
thrive as well. 

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you first 
started ? 

Macro patience with micro speed. Everyone is impatient at the 
macro level. A lot of people tell themselves this is where I want to 
be in 5 years but what are they doing now to get there? I’m some-
one who’s squeezing every ounce of the time I have now as I have 
the skill set and ambition to create opportunities for myself. I’m 
going to achieve that level of success regardless of how that success 
is to be defined. Focus more on the now then on the future.  

I always knew I wanted to do something to help other people. I 
was bullied a lot as a kid. I came to realize that no matter what 
voice or rationale I had, people would never give me the benefit of 
the doubt or listen to me because of certain stigmas or prejudices 
they were projecting. I was drawn into being a lawyer to represent 
and be the voice of those people who wanted to express themselves 
but couldn’t for some reason or another. I just want my clients to 
resolve their challenges so they could focus on bigger and better 
things in life. 

What really gets me going are clients that just got started and 
are building something despite the challenges that they have. I’m 
growing along with them. That’s the kind of stuff I love. That’s 
why I enjoy being a real estate lawyer. 
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THE LEGAL 
INDUSTRY from an 
ENTREPRENEUR'S 
PERSPECTIVE

by Me Stephanie Chouliareas, B.A., LL.B.

ENTREPRENEUR - A person who organizes and operates a business 
or businesses, taking on greater than normal financial risks in order to 
do so.

I suppose co-founding Popovici Chouliareas Lawyers, a bou-
tique law practice located in Westmount, Quebec, with my 
partner and husband only two years after being called to the 
Bar puts me in that category. When 
we first decided to venture off on our 

own and made the decision to forego the 
traditional big firm route people all around 
us thought we were crazy. From family and 
friends to colleagues and more experienced 
attorneys, everyone tried to encourage us to 
stick to the more secure path, which happens 
to be the more commonly travelled as well. As true entrepreneurs at 
heart, we were set on going straight against the grain. We viewed the 
legal industry as having the potential to truly and positively affect 

people’s lives, in the non-conventional way. While many consider 
the legal world as archaic and outdated, we constantly seize the 
opportunity to revolutionize it, by offering services tailored to the 
client and the changing times.

For instance, the use of social media platforms and websites by com-
panies to promote products or services has grown exponentially in 

the last few years. Social media marketing has 
become the go-to from small mom and pop 
shops to multi-million-dollar companies. 
This new reality has allowed for the rise of 
Instagram and YouTube Influencers.

These influencers often need to have con-
tracts reviewed on the fly as they live very 

fast paced lives. On the flip side, they also often tend to enter into 
agreements completely unprotected. Since the beginning of our 
practice we have been working with many influencers for all their 

“Today's realities 
may not be those 
of tomorrow's.”
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legal needs, offering impeccable service that can meet any deadline. 
We believe that having their rights protected should always be a top 
priority, which is why it has become automatic for the influencers 
we work with to contact us right away.

We also understand the realities of the fast-growing start-up world 
and offer a wide array of flexible pricing options for new companies. 
Our goal has always been to guide these companies from inception, 
to help them manage their day to day struggles and needs. Ulti-
mately acting as an effective partner giving entrepreneurs the time 
to focus on what matters most which is their business.

W ith over 10 years of combined experience, we have found that 
many people avoid seeking legal advice either because they believe 
lawyers are too intimidating and/or too expensive. We always strive 
to change this perception by changing the dynamics of the legal 
industry through the client-attorney relationship. By placing 
the emphasis on what matters most, the client, and really 
understanding that no two mandates are alike, we pride 
ourselves on offering personalized services and treating each 
mandate like it was our own.

Today’s realities may not be those of tomorrow’s. Through 
our constant adaptation and evolution to the highly dynam-
ic world of entrepreneurship, we have managed to provide 
strategic quality services as well as to positively affect the 
client-attorney experience. Being entrepreneurs ourselves 
and having overcome many of the same struggles allows 
us to understand and empathize with the entrepreneurs we 
represent.

For more information or to get set up with Popovici Chouliareas,

visit: @POPOVICICHOULIAREAS
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AMY ASSAAD

Montreal has become a gold mine for real estate 
developers. In the last five years, condomini-
um projects and sky lines have taken over the 
Downtown, Griffintown and Nuns Island 
areas. Yet even with all these properties to 

sell, there's still an influx of real estate brokers. With over 20,000 
brokers in Quebec, it's hard to differentiate yourself in the market. 
Some will even quit or work another full time job while selling 
properties because they cannot sustain it as their primary job. 

That's not what Amy Assaad did. After more than 12 years in the 
business she has built a remarkable reputation with a client list 
that growth exponentially. Assaad has over 300 properties listed, 
over 200 million dollars of real estate under mandate and is con-
sistently recognized as top 1% realtor in Canada.

A proud Montrealer, Assaad comes from a family of scholars; 
Phd and engineers, therefore going into the field of real estate 
was always viewed as a riskier career path. That didn't stop her 
for going for what she loved and building an empire out of it. 
Now with over 14 employees on her team, Assaad is proving that 
breaking barriers and opening new doors is always an option.
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Why and when did you become a real estate broker?

At 17 years old I knew that this was my path. I envisioned the 
future, and never detoured from my objectives. 

I became a licensed real estate broker at the age of 21. Architecture 
had always intrigued me and I enjoyed meeting new people so this 
seemed a natural fit. I quickly realized that I had a natural talent 
for connecting people to right property and became an excellent 
negotiator. Before long, my clients were referring me to all their 
friends and family and I never looked back since. 

What sets you apart from other brokers? Other companies?

Being innovative and organized we embrace change and lead the 
industry forward. I am a strong believer in details. By mastering 
them you create a strong pathway and foundation process and a 
commitment for excellence. 

Whether the clients are transacting a 100K property or a 10M 
property, we give them the exact same attention and service.

What have you learned from working in this industry for over 
15 years?

Every day there are new challenges and we are constantly learning 
and adjusting to the marketplace. I learned how important it is 
to be attentive to your clients needs, and really understand the 
language and emotions of the business. I am happy to say it's 
second nature now. Every transaction we learn. After completing 
over 200 transactions in 2018, we are set to complete over 225 
transactions in 2019. 

How do you deal with the pressure/stress from your clients?

It's the nature of the industry. It's a 7 days a week responsibility 
and it's a commitment we make to our clients. It's important to 
be patient and understand that although they may not be your 
only client, you are their only realtor. This is one of the largest 
transactions most people experience in their life. They need step 
by step guidance and feel reassured that they are in the hands of 
a professional.

What keeps you motivated?

Every day I wake up in the morning with energy and look forward 
to the challenges of the day and succeeding in finding solutions 
to problems. We strive for excellence and the reward of seeing the 
clients happy makes me feel like we achieved something great. It's 
extremely rewarding. 

What advice would you give young women starting out in the 
market?

Be patient, keep learning and surround yourself with mentors. 
Learn that it's all about the people [client].

For more information or to work with Amy and her team visit: 

WWW.MONTREALHOUSES.CA
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BUILDING A  
REAL ESTATE 
EMPIRE

Coming from a family of entrepreneurs, Charles 
and Julien Duchesne-Gariepy are not your typi-
cal millennials. The two brothers have had the 
entrepreneurial spirit since a young age. They were 
inspired by their grandfather Marcel-Duchesne, an 

industrialist in the building materials sector who made his mark 
in Quebec. Together, Julien and Charles are on a mission to create 
more inspiring, intelligent and sustainable living environments. 
They came together to start and fund their own real estate project, 
Giantonio located in the heart of Villeray at the Saint-Hubert / 
Castelnau intersection. Julien is RBQ certified, and started his 
own construction company at just 18 years old called KingsBoro. 
“We started in the residential side, now we work with the city on 
various projects  specializing in infrastructures and cement work.” 
Some of his recent projects include the Biodome and Park John 
F Kennedy. I don’t have 30 years of experience but my team does 
as they’ve been in the industry for longer than me. “They’ve got 
white hairs to prove it”, he laughs.

Charles: I got my experience elsewhere and spend other people’s 
money to gain my knowledge and experience on topics. I worked 
with one of the biggest logistics real estate owners in Canada 
where I managed everything from the property to the manage-
ment to the leasing.

How did Giantonio come to life?

It’s been about two years that we’ve been talking about buying 
something together. “I put a deadline, and he found the building 
right away.” says Julien.

Giantonio is a residential condominium project of 16 doors ; 15 
two-bedroom apartments,(1 one bedroom), 8 penthouse units 
with 17 feet clear height ceilings on two levels. Underground 
parking. With 2 commercial units on ground floor with store 
front. 60 feet facade and 12 feet clear height on 3,000 sqft. 

We wanted to start with one lot but already we acquired three lots 
on our first project. Industrial is interesting for us. Our plan is to 
start with residential and build our way up. 

What challenges did you face as an entrepreneur?

Charles : I had to leave my secure job with benefits, from day to 
night. That was a huge move for me. It happened this past April. 
(Which is the same month they purchased their first project). 
Advice ? Go get outside experience and then it will give you the 
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tools to start your own
Julien : I had the opposite effect - it’s hard with cash flow / certain 
clients don’t pay on time. That’s why I’m actually trying to bring 
him in on this lifestyle. 

There’s days where I’m like maybe I should give this up, but then 
six months later I realize how much I love it. It usually happens 
when a team member leaves, or clients take time to pay, that’s 
when it gets hard.

What is your company vision? 

Charles : To bring a change in Montréal sceneries. That is always 
my goal. I am a proud Montrealer born and raised here and here 
to stay! Eventually we’ll build in Florida for our retirement. 

Julien : or even before our retirement. My goal is to be specialized 
in infrastructure, keep doing big cement projects and growing the 
company.  

Do you remember closing your first deal? 

Julien : Yes. It was client I was really excited about was a family 
friend, it was on St Paul street in front of the Bonsecours market. 
We did the entire cement work for that street. It was my first big 
mandate. It was part of my portfolio and it allowed me to get 

Hydro Quebec and other bigger clients from it. I was 20 at the 
time. 

Charles : At 18 years old, I had just finished my license. My first 
transaction, it was for a rental. It was for a woman who was selling 
her home and going into a rental, to avoid the beach adds / stress 
from it. It was interesting. Then it became transactional. 

Age was definitely a downfall. You have to prove yourself a lot 
more because you don’t have the experience to back you.

What advice would you give aspiring entrepreneurs?

Charles : “Cogner sur le meme clou” once you find what you love 
stay in the same industry and repeat until you become the best at 
it.

Julien : Just don’t give up. I had pressure from my parents because 
I didn’t go to university, because I already had contracts and cli-
ents by then. I made that choice to grow my business and I knew 
that’s what I wanted to do. So if you find that I would say to keep 
going and not give up on your goals / vision.

What does success represent to you?

Charles : We can both agree that it’s about building a legacy. 
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SARAH
DESAMOURS

Sarah Desamours, known as the fancy realtor with big 
hair, has been running the real estate scene in Miami 
since 2014. Originally from Montreal, Sarah proves 
that you can do what you love and build your empire if 
you just have enough persistence to succeed. With only 

a few years in the industry she has managed to acquire an impres-
sive portfolio which include celebrity clients to NBA players and 
has won many awards for outstanding performance in her field. 

How did you get your international flare ?

I was born and raised in Montreal ; spent most of my life in Bros-
sard. My parents are Haitian and I speak four languages (French, 
English, Creole, Spanish). I went to JMSB in Business at Concor-
dia University and moved to Miami five years ago, I'm a single 
mom to a daughter named Eva.

Why and when did you decide to get into real estate?

I've been involved in real estate my whole life because of my dad 
(he is an investor) and worked many years at the bank in mort-
gages. But when I moved to Miami, I decided to get my license 
and do it full time. Although I did not know anybody and had no 
database, I was able to become a top producer and now work for 
one of the biggest tech-enhanced groups on the market, Compass. 
I joined Compass because not only did I love their culture and 
focus on luxury, I was also amazed by their mission statement 
which is “To help everyone find their place in the world" as it 
completely resonates with me. I am all about quality over quantity 
; there are less agents but an amazing production (we are in the 
top nationally). In fact, we are now a $4.4B company. What that 
means [for my clients] is that we can offer them more in terms 
of marketing, customer service and of course, technology. Con-
cierge-like customer service is always #1 priority in my books.

What's a typical day for you ?

I wake up between 5 and 5:30 a.m every morning. The first thing 
I do is express gratitude. I continue my "Miracle Morning" which 
consists of silence (meditation), affirmations, visualization and 
more. I do that until about my daughter wakes up then I get 
her ready and take her to school. Around 9 I get right to work 
by either making some cold calls, visiting properties, getting my 
social media posts prepared (I do it in advance), answering more 
emails etc. I try to work out 3-5 days a week, and go to networking 
events/lunches at least once a week, I love socializing with other 
entrepreneurs! I am a single mom, so although I don't technically 
have a 9 to 5 job, I try to get the most done during those hours 
as my 4 1/2 year old is at school during that time. I then pick her 
up around 5, spend time with her (dinner, play etc), put her in 
bed at around 7:30 p.m then go back to work until 8:30-9 PM 
sometimes even later.

In a saturated market, how do you differentiate yourself as a 
broker?

Customer service! I actually pick up my phone and answer emails, 
Instagram messages and more when it's about real estate. Unfor-
tunately many realtors in Miami are not customer focused and the 
city has a bad reputation for that. Just picking up my phone, being 
available and willing to meet with my clients is considered good 
service although for me that is the bare minimum. I’ve gotten 
referred a lot of clients just because of this. Before I meet with 
buyers, for example, I have them either meet with me either in 
person or on the phone for a "Buyer Consultation": This helps me 
see how motivated a client is to purchase. I've had a lot of clients 
tell me "I love your questionnaire, it's so detailed, etc". I also offer 
concierge service for luxury clients / high end buyers. As for sell-
ers, I present them with a customized plan of action especially in 
regards to the marketing.

What advice would you give young women starting out in this 
industry?

Get all the education you can get, education is key. Hang out with 
top producers, don't hang out with agents who have sold only one 
house in their year. Getting a coach or a mentor is one of the best 
things someone can do. It doesn't have to be someone in your 
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field, it can be a life coach or what not - as long as they hold you accountable.  

Have you noticed new trends in the market ? 

I have been seeing some people go towards pre-construction homes or condos. 
Some people are growing tired of spending hundreds of thousands for renova-
tions and prefer to buy a home or a condo that is turn key. Fortunately in the 
Miami/Fort Lauderdale area there are plenty and there can even be financing 
for non Americans. Also, some pre construction projects may offer an EB-5 
Visa (leading to the potential obtention of an American Green Card/Resi-
dency) to a certain number of buyers. This is extremely interesting for those 
wanting to establish themselves and their families in South Florida through 
real estate investments. Also, there is a large supply of condos for sale (resales) 
that is higher than the demand in certain areas. This means buyers have an 
upper hand right now and it is a good time to take advantage of the condo 
buying opportunities, especially since rents are still high so the return on in-
vestment can be interesting.  Being from Montreal, I understand what people 
are looking for in Florida whether it is an investment property, a second home 
for the winter months or to sell their existing home in South Florida. I help 
clients at every price point and can help guide them every step of the way. 
Plus, my connections with excellent attorneys (specialized in foreign buyers), 
mortgage lenders and more can ensure that the transaction goes smoothly.

For more information contact Sarah Desamours directly at 305.433.1639 and by email sarah.

desamours@compass.com or visit her website: WWW.SARAHDESAMOURS.COM
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Montreal self made entrepreneur Kimberly 
Lallouz shifted gears from a strong career in 
fashion to the food industry to follow her 
passion; hospitality. before she started her 
first catering company, she was constantly 

cooking for her friends from the tiny kitchen at home, to where 
she started building a culinary empire. She systematically opened 
one project a year for the first six of the last eight years starting 
with Miss Prêt à Manger in 2010 to the speakeasy Henden hidden 
inside Birdbar that opened last January. She’s recognized as one 
of the top chefs in Canada and it’s to no avail; whoever knows 
Kimberly, knows she is a woman of many talents, who wears 
many hats in a day. Her tenacity, strength and big heart remain 
her secret recipe to building not only a successful business, but 
also a positive mindset to a successful life. 

“I’ve been told branding yourself ; having an image, knowing who 
you are or working towards that, as best as you can,is important so 
I try to do that- then putting it out there, [when you’re an entre-

preneur] that confidence has to be in parallel. I don’t know many 
entrepreneurs who are behind the curtains - there’s not many wiz-
ards of oz anymore, now it’s you, you’re out there.”
And understand that traveling - it humbles you. For me, traveling 
to experience different cultures, cook or help people in different 
countries, or whilst travelling seeing how other people eat- I would 
rather spend my money on that then a really expensive handbag. 
I look at anything with great value and say : ok how many trips 
can I take with that?

Everybody has different desires and that’s great. For me I find a lot 
of renewable inspiration and inner peace that way. 

Part of my motto is - push a positive message and make sure that 
message gets out there the way you want it to.  In travel, become 
one with the cultures you visit when you can, respectfully be part 
of them. Absorb, listen and learn. I’ve had that interest ever since 
a very young age and that’s changed me as a person.

—  The  —
KIMBERLY 
LALLOUZ

EFFECT

KIMBERLY LALLOUZ
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How did you find that inner peace ? 

It’s a work in progress. For me traveling is solace - In order it’s trav-
eling, ocean, nature. I like to be part of an environment but I like 
to be in my own bubble. Contrary to what people assume, I can 
be extremely introverted. I wear a lot of different hats, at different 
times of the day when different actions are required. I’m always 
on. I do what I have to do to go where I need to go. So alone time 
is paramount to having the right headspace to attack the daily. 
With that said, my home base is Montreal not only because I’m 
born here, but I am a family woman, I am what they call the glue 
with my siblings and parents. I would do anything for my family!

When is your sacred “you” time ?

I have to have different moments in a day 
- my mornings are sacred. My morning 
routine, going to the gym. In the summer, 
or when I have my terrasse plants garden-
ing for me is my alone time. At night 
when I’m with my dog, reading, writing 
or doing art. Animals are super important 

I find. I feel like it’s so hard to lose touch 
with nature when you live in the city.

My dream, in essence, is to never fully retire, create a lifestyle 
where I have a few seasonal businesses that run all year long, so I 
can be at one in the summer and another in the winter, eventually 
set up an old age home incorporating cooking, growing our own 
vegetables, having old dogs for comfort… in a nature rich envi-
ronment.

How did you develop your self confidence ? 

It’s not a renewable energy - it’s something that you need to give 
yourself again and again - you don’t have it one day and continue 
to have it forever - your bubble can always burst.  You can have a 
competition where you sucked so hard and you start questioning 
your whole existence, and you realize going through pictures that 
it just wasn’t your style then you get over it. Self confidence can be 
going and talking to somebody in Paris that I’ve never met (like I 

did with Alain Passard who is now a friend and mentor) and say : 
I want to know you, because you’re such an inspiration in my life 
- and yes that’s self confidence but a positive message is commu-
nicate about your lack of self confidence often, do not mix it up. 

So many people, do this more and more. Own your mistakes, and 
make the mistakes. Self confidence for me, it’s a big word. It’s a 
daily struggle. 

Every time something really horrible happened, it made me 
stronger. Whether that was a challenge at work, or not getting 
my way - however which way that is - cause you know we want 

to get our way as humans. You learn to get 
what you want by working hard for it, letting 
go when you don’t- there’s always the fast 
track or 'cheating' ways - but it’s better to do 
it the hard way. I had a moment when I was 
18 when I thought, I’m not going to blame 
anyone in my family for anything that I wasn’t 
privileged with growing up and I refuse to live 
my life playing (the victim) card. I had a great 
upbringing, I was exposed to so many places 
and things that eventually came back in inter-
est in my adulting years- and I owe a lot to my 

parents for pushing me to be my best from a very young age.

I also don’t mind saying I had a lot of negative feelings towards 
my physical appearance (sometimes still do) - little things both-
ered me - I think that having body insecurities, thinking I was 
so much bigger than I actually am. I remember, I unfortunately 
held on to comments for too long growing up, at one point in my 
life, someone said : don’t make that face, and I thought : but I’m 
expressing myself. As much as I’m a strong woman, I am sensitive. 
You wouldn’t expect that. 

Where do you get your internal drive from ?

I have motivation, I have plans - I think plans are important. 
Goals ? Sure you can call them goals but that word might scare 
people - so I prefer to say I have plans - I don’t know if I will get it 
done - I believe in projecting and making things happen but I also 
believe it’s important to be flexible with your own self. 

“Own your 
mistakes, 

and make the 
mistakes.”
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I have days I go to the gym - and there’s days I just can’t. Every-
thing is flexible in life - it’s important to not be so stiff. Some 
people need that structure and I think it’s important to find out 
what type of person you are. Being structured can mean many 
things - it can be leading a 9-5, there’s perimetres. Some people 
can’t handle real life.

How do you disconnect ?

My meditation, I don’t have enough hours in a day so being around 
plants, being around animals, it keeps me grounded. I can’t see my 
life without my dog, Esco. I also plan the next trip, that’s a great 
way to daydream and get motivation while disconnecting.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you 
first started?

There’s different types of ways of opening businesses - I did the 
opposite (I admire people with a vision, a simple vision and [who] 
execute that simplicity) - I had a bunch of ideas that I wanted to 
make happen. [If I had to go back] I think I would’ve maybe not 
started it as a one man show. I was catering out of my house.

I didn’t have the financing, started off with nothing. No funds, no 
mentors, banks wouldn’t even want to finance me, that year was a 
big year for restaurant bankruptcies in Quebec- it was up 40%.  so 
I started off the old fashioned way - within a month and a half - I 
had my first office and 50 employees to cater to,  and built the rest 
organically but also by taking risks and working hard to ensure 
they didn’t fail. 

Potentially,  had a different type of growth - could’ve been differ-
ent. [I think you need to] not be so afraid to go for your dreams. 
People never understand that until they do it. “Do what you love” 
it’s annoying to do that but it’s so true.

What advice can you give young entrepreneurs starting out in 
your industry?

Keep your head down, and your ears open. Be yourself, be humble, 
love what you do. Learn as much as you can from as many people 
as you can- learning from their mistakes will save you from making 

some of your own. Have the guts and confidence to own what you 
do. Find good mentors.

"No man was ever great at imitation" - put your personal spin on 
it. Find something that you are passionate about and give personal 
time to it- for me it’s all about food waste (donating and having 
a conscious cooking mentally across the board of my restaurants) 
and though I have always had a strong affinity to helping the 
homeless, at the moment it’s suicide and mental health awareness 
in the restaurant industry that has got me studying and fundrais-
ing. So I do what I can to learn how to be helpful. Giving back 
is very important especially when you’re an entrepreneur… keeps 
your feet to the ground.

If you have a natural comfort and style in the kitchen, don't nec-
essarily go to cooking school. Learn what you need to in smaller 
forums (specialized classes) because if you have the skills, don't be 
afraid to assume it's a natural talent. 

A lot of people are focusing on what other people are doing. Focus 
on your own success and on what you do first, don't worry about 
the rest.

Photography: Ara Sassoonian
MUA: Ekaterina Ulyanoff
Hair: Daniel Benoît
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 CREATING 
ART IN ITS 

SIMPLEST FORM 
THE STORY BEHIND S’WELL

When you think of a concept or a design, 
your brain will automatically link it to an 
art form ; a canvas. When you start think-
ing outside the box (or the frame in this 
case) something magical happens. That, in 

essence is what Sarah Kauss did to water bottles. She turned them 
into art...and who doesn’t like art ?

Tell us about the birth of S’well.

When I was working in real estate, I always carried a re-usable 
water bottle. I was encouraged as an undergraduate not to use 
plastic ; it was part of the culture [I had pledged to follow] since 
University. It looked like something good for hiking in Colorado, 
not something to have in a board room, carrying around in your 
designer handbag.
I was working in real estate, I hadn’t taken a vacation for a long 
time. I decided to take time off and went on a retreat with my 
mother. We were hiking in Arizona, it was all about mindfulness, 
meditation classes, going into the desert and really think. That’s 
when I had this entrepreneurial buzz. After five years in the real 

estate industry, I felt like I didn’t want to build forever. I wanted 
to create something.

On this hike with my mom, overlooking the mountains and 
breathtaking scenery, I asked her if she had the opportunity to do 
something, anything she wanted, what would she do ?
“I would paint” she said. Then she asked me, “what would you 
do?” I’m playing with this idea to design a water bottle.
That’s when we both realized, being in a mindful place, maybe we 
should go and do what we love!
My mom is a painter now.
I came back home, and started working right away on a business 
model.

In our day to day, we’re so connected we have no time to be cre-
ators, artists, sometimes you have to allow yourself the gift of time 
to explore those avenues.

Did you always know you had an entrepreneurial mindset?

For me, my business venture, the “big idea” needed to be huge - it 

SARAH KAUSS
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SARAH KAUSS

couldn’t be something as simple or elegant as creating a water bottle.
I came from a background in accounting, from University of Colo-
rado. I worked at EY for two years, where I was exposed to business 
from all across the country - services to creative companies ; compa-
nies that made medical supplies or suitcases. One year I was assigned 
inventory count for RV’s - making sure they were the ones in the 
books. It was an interesting way to work. I was on the tax side in 
Los Angeles and I worked with the internet entrepreneurs during the 
“.com” era of 1999-2001.
One of the entrepreneurs who was a mentor to me told me : “since 
you enjoy the client interaction, maybe you should think about going 
into business school”. I went to Harvard to get my MBA. I moved 
into a dorm, lived on campus and really tried to absorb the whole 
experience. I went to every single talk, lecture, career day and really 
explored every option and opened my mind to different things.
I worked for the University for a year - Harvard Leadership Ini-
tiative. I worked for some skilled professors, did consulting, built 
social networks, learned how industry players came together to 
create trends.
Then I did international real estate development for five years, build-
ing laboratories. [I realized] I loved the tacit nature of real estate.
 There was a beginning, middle and end to a project. That was the 
first time in my career where instead of building a model or spread 
sheet, I felt rewarded in seeing a physical product in the world. I did 
that for five years before I came up with the idea for S’well.

What struggles did you face as an entrepreneur ?

It’s really hard to be an entrepreneur, to focus on what’s unfin-
ished - things you did accomplish - I think it’s important to have 
balance.
We live in a culture of “busy”. I think that as a leader, if you 
can’t model the fact that you can take some time off, or leave the 
office at a reasonable time, [your team] also feels like they can’t 
take a vacation or be with their family. I’m trying to model that 
behaviour for others in the office - this is the way that I do it and I 
really want others to feel like they can too. That’s how it gets done.
I’m a new mom — I’m trying to be present for my son. I’m trying 
to leave my phone behind and be present with him. Spend good 
quality time. I’m also trying to keep a journal every day.

Motivation?

Our customers. We’ve sold close to 20 million bottles at this 
point, to see our products out in the world is what drives me. I 
got up at midnight to buy the Starbucks bottle before it opened 
- it motivates me to keep going. All the hard work has impact 
for our customers.
Our team. Over 100 people in New York, an office of five in 
London. We’re not a start up anymore. The culture of the organiza-
tion, where the individuals can create a career, opportunity for men-
torship, we built an environment I would want to work at. It’s not 
about the product, it’s about the magic that the employees create.

Inspiration?

Traveling - everywhere. I travel as much as I can, to Colorado, in 
the mountains, around other entrepreneurs. Our office is in the 
flat iron of Union Square - you don’t have to go far in New York 
to see what they’re doing. I try to keep my eyes open anywhere 
and everywhere I go - going to local museums, I can’t turn my 
creative brain off. I’ll be in a grocery store and I’m looking at 
the packaging. I think [as an entrepreneur] it’s necessary to think 
about the world differently.

Advice?

Just get started. It doesn’t need to be perfect or finished, or even 
make sense. It’s OK to do something that’s imperfect. I think as 
a young person you [always] want to get it validated, or build a 
business plan when sometimes you don’t even need that.
It doesn’t always have to be the next breakout star, create eco-sys-
tems, embrace the imperfection - the passion piece of the project 
- and take it from there.
Some of us are so cautious to put everything that’s perfect but if 
you actually saw what happened two minutes after the picture, 
it would make you feel more comfortable. That’s something I’ve 
always struggled with - what helped in those moments was I kept 
a journal, I had a positive mindset. Whatever the problem was, we 
put our heads together and we figured a way around it. History 
has shown time and time again that we’ll make it through. Always 
put one foot in front of the other and just GO.
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THE HUMANE 
EXPERIENCE 

of BECOMING a 
RESTAURANTEUR

Meet David McMillan, he doesn't need an 
introduction - if you've been to Montreal (or 
live here) than you're very aware of his news-
worthy restaurants, Joe Beef, which appeared 
as the first Canadian eatery to make the list 

on the World's 50's Best Restaurants alongside his other ventures 
Liverpool House and Vin Papillon and his new ventures Vin Mon 
Lapin and Mckiernan's. There's no secret recipe here, McMil-
lan and his partners Fred Morin and Allison Cunningham have 
proven that hard work, customer loyalty and quality food always 
takes the cake. I was pleasantly surprised by McMillan's humility 
and dedication to his roots. He's Canadian born and proud of 
his heritage, although he has integrated french culture into his 
culinary masterpieces.

Did you always know you wanted to become a restauranteur?

Yes I think so. I used to skip school, stay home and watch cooking 
shows. I knew I wanted to work standing up with a knife, I didn’t 
want to be in an office, I didn’t want to wear a suit, I wanted to say 
f*ck when I wanted to - I wanted to be free. I went to ITHQ - it 

was mediocre, the teachers were all burnouts who hadn't really 
done anything in their own careers. I was never impressed with 
any teacher I met in cooking school. After school I decided to 
work in some french restaurant in Montreal where I met a lot of 
mentors. Daniel Schandelmayer - he was an important chef for 
me - he pushed me to go to work in Europe and that proved to 
make all the difference between me and other people.

Where did you go?

France, Burgundy.

Why did you think that experience was crucial to your career?

Work ethic. If we work in the North American system [generally] 
we're pretty lazy, you know the 40 hour work week is not many 
hours and [when] we work 60 hours we think that's insane. Were 
as in the French work ethic doing kitchen at that time was 7 am 
until 1 am, six days a week. You had to be shaved, on time, in 
the kitchen. It's hard for a few months to work that way as an 
American kid - we're pretty soft, fluffy and pudgy so when you 

DAVID MCMILLAN
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get to France and actually get to work like they do - once your 
spirit is broken - you can enjoy life and you start to enjoy working 
that many hours. I enjoyed working that way. When I finished 
working in Europe, and came back to North America, I was a 
machine. There's no kitchen when I wasn't the strongest worker 
in, when I wasn't the fastest worker in, I had the most experience. 
I worked at a speed that other people weren't used to - I didn't 
mind the hours - my brain was broken at that time I just loved 
working - I didn't like going on dates, I didn't like going to the 
movies I didn't like going for walks, I liked to work. Having that 
robotic mind frame got me where I wanted to be within 5-6 years. 
I went literally from the third Garde Manger to one of the most 
in demand chefs when I got back. So that was well worth the time 
spent getting yelled, kicked and punched at but I learned a lot, I 
also learned not to kick, not to punch and not to yell. I took the 
best of my experience in Europe and left the worst of it there.

When did you decide to open your first restaurant?

When I got back from Europe I worked for Nicolas Jongleux in 
restaurants around the city. I worked at La Cigale, I went to the 
West Coast and I worked at a restaurant 
there that served local organic food from 
the Bay and the gardens.
They were very kind and loving people - 
there was no yelling or screaming there 
either - I also learned that you can hug 
people in the kitchen and to be more 
humane. If someone is having a hard day, 
you can make their day harder by being 
an asshole or you can use compassion, and 
you can say: come let’s sit down and have 
a tea by the sea. Are you okay? Is there 
anything I can do? Don’t worry, what do 
you need? you need money? What is it that I can do to make you 
have a better day.
So I learned the french system to destroy everything and everyone 
and I also learned this other system of kindness, compassion, love 
for nature. Sustainability, the love of organics, paying attention to 
what you eat, eating clean not just cooking for the sake of cook-
ing, cooking the best products, trying to only drink organic, drink 
bio-organic wine, eat really good kitchen from a good farm. I also 

learned the difference between a good egg and a bad egg - because 
you can take a good egg and you can make a beautiful recipe with 
asparagus and crab meat on it, and the crab meat can be from a 
can and the asparagus can be from Peru and the egg can be from 
a factory.
Meanwhile if I take a beautiful farm egg and I cook it in just a bit 
of farm butter and I put it alone in the plate, my dish is better. 
You might fool the public with your dish but intellectually my 
dish is better because it’s an organic farm fresh egg cooked with 
the butter from that farm.

How do you differentiate yourself from the market?

I think what differentiates us from the market, Fred and I and 
Marco - is that we’ve been cooking the exact same food that we 
were 20 years ago; we identified a good kitchen dish, we identified 
a good steak, and we stick to those guns. We played inside of the 
realm of Dave and Fred’s cooking but we didn't follow trends. 
I’ve never made foam when everybody was doing foam. When 
everybody started plating on the left side of the plate, I never did 
that, when everybody started putting the line of ash, I never did 

that. I've always cooked bourgois, french 
cooking.
The trends I follow is not following trends.
We’re always looking at what we do and 
making sure that we’re on the same beat: 
is the food like it was 5 years ago? Yes it is. 
Is it like it was 10 years ago? Yes it is. Let’s 
bring out recipes that we haven’t done in 
15 years.
When I’m not in the restaurant I’m big 
into natural wine. When restaurants strive 
to become “elite” or when they strive to 
serve the very rich that’s when restaurants 

lose me. I don’t need crystal glasses, all I want to do is eat very 
good food and natural wine in a setting where people are intel-
ligent around me - I don’t care about the living room where the 
maitre d is wearing a suit. I despise pretence. I think it’s such a 
flaw in the restaurant business. I just want to eat fresh crab, super 
beautiful oysters, I don’t care that the plate cost $80. That is all 
make up on a pig. I just want to eat the pig.

DAVID MCMILLAN

“The trends 
I follow is 

not following 
trends.”
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Top 3 chefs you would like to cook for? 

I really like the chef Septime in Paris - Clamato, Cave Septime 
and Septime - I think those guys are brilliant. Then there’s a bistro 
in Paris called le Bistro Paul Bert - I love those guys the owner is 
called Bertrand Auboyneau. I would love to find out who’s the 
greatest seafood chef in China. I’ll cook for him. Nobody does 
seafood like the asians.

What motivates you?

I enjoy running the restaurants with the kids; talking about food, 
talking about wine, talking with mushroom pickers, checking out 
what oysters are available. I just like the every day process - I’ve 
been doing it for so long I don’t really know anything else. Most of 
my day is spent talking about bread, talking about cheese, talking 
about seafood, talking about fish, talking about wine, talking to 
customers, and then going home.

What advice would you give students/apprentice who would 
like to start a restaurant? 

Pay very little rent, make sure you know 15 very good deserts, 
20 very good appetizers, 20 very good fish/meat dishes and be 
open to cooking vegetarian and allergies with a smile. Know your 
sh*t inside out without recipes, know how to make bread, know 
how to make pasta, then just before you’re ready make sure you 
spend time in the dining room. There are a lot of chefs who know 
nothing about wine and bar service and you can feel it, you go to 
restaurants sometimes and the food is really good but the waiter 
isn’t trained properly, the wine list is awful - just because you’re a 
very good cook and you know how to run a kitchen does it mean 
that you’re ready to open a restaurant. There’s also a third part - 
accounting. They barely even look at that. How much rent should 
you pay? How many customers should you do? What should the 
price of your food be? When are you making money, when are 
you losing money? These are all things to look at - once you’re a 
good cook you’re not ready yet you have to know wine,you have 
to know front of the house as well as you know the back of the 
house and then you have to keep your accounts nice and tight and 
understand everything. It’s not just about cooking. There are three 
major components to a restaurant - front of the house, back of 

the house, and then financial management. Often when things go 
wrong it's because one of the three is missing.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you first 
started working in the restaurant industry?

I’ve spent many years working too hard. I came back a little brain-
washed from France and I really did believe for a long time what 
I was doing - I thought it was more important than it was and 
I overworked myself. I had a little breakdown before I opened 
Joe Beef; I used to be at a restaurant called Rosalie and I worked 
myself to death there. I didn’t have much of a life and I wasn’t a 
very good dad at the time and I was drinking too much, and I was 
just working too much.
I realized that I hadn’t seen a hockey game in 15 years, I hadn’t 
seen a movie in 10 years, I hadn’t swam in a lake in 10 years. I had 
worked really hard at my apprenticeship and I was a bit dumb, I 
walked into the kitchen I was 19 years old and when I walked out 
I was 31 - all I had done was work.
I work three days a week now and I swim in a lake 4-5 times a 
week.

DAVID MCMILLAN
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GASTRONOMY

BRAHM MAUER 
BMBS

A pioneer in the service industry, Brahm Mauer has 
been in the Montreal nightlife scene for over a 
decade. He’s taken over the event world by monop-
olizing the bar service industry which was missing 
quality before he stepped in. Having worked every 

position in the restaurant industry, from dishwasher to general 
manager, Brahm has ample amounts of experience when it comes 
to customer service and quality care. His experience comes to no 
surprise when you see how he built the pristine company that he 
operates today. 

“After successfully accomplishing all positions in the restaurant 
industry, it got to the point where it was like what’s next? That's 
when Brahm Mauer Bar Services was born.”

“I noticed that there was something missing in Montreal in the 
bar service niche, there are many caterers that also supply the bar, 
but none that solely focus on it. That's when I realized that with 
the proper staff, presentation and next level customer experience; 
we can bring something fresh to the table.” 

“We started off in 2009, the first major event we were a part was 
Kids 4 Kids, a fundraiser for the Sarah Cook Fund of the Cedars 
Cancer Institute. That year we served 1,200-1,500 guests. Kids 4 
Kids immediately got our name out there and the rest was history.”
“We have outstanding staff that can be incorporated into any set-
ting, whether it be a corporate event, a wedding or a fundraiser. 
At the end of the day we always ensure that both our guests and 
staff are having the best time possible. We have a lot of employees 
and it's my mission to make sure that the hours they’d like to work 
are accessible to them and that they always remain happy which 
directly reflects their attitudes at our events.” 

Define your brand in 3 words:

“Efficiency, quality and service. Our reputation is important to 
me, we strive to be the best in ALL aspects. It's a no brainer when 
somebody says: ‘we're having a party, call Brahm Mauer’.” 

Did you always know you were going to be an entrepreneur?

“I never thought I would become an entrepreneur growing up, I 
never dreamed about being my own boss. I simply didn't know 
where life was going to take me; I had an idea and I went with 
it. I never thought Brahm Mauer Bar Services would grow into 
what it has today. I'm grateful and humbled at our success. We're 
constantly trying to re-invent ourselves and we always try to create 
new and innovating ways to improve.”

What is the hardest part about being your own boss?

“I'm very close to my staff, we are a family. I have never been the 
type to micro manage and I always treat them the way I would 
like to be treated. In certain aspects the hardest part is separating 
business and friendship.”

What do you credit to your success?

“The hustle. It's all about the hustle! I think today’s generation 
has a hard time realizing the hustle is what makes you. I've always 
worked my ass off, I find kids these days lack that drive. Be proud 
about what you do and do it well.” 

Photo credit: Amit Ahluwalia
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What advice would you give young entrepreneurs?

“Work hard, I don't think you must love what you do but if you 
don't like it at all, you won’t succeed. Find something that you're 
passionate about and give it your all.”

What's next for Brahm Mauer Bar Services?

“Maintaining excellence, we're always trying to get involved with 
different types of events. We are proud to have been operating the 
VIP terrace for Evenko’s festivals for the last 4 years with Drysdale 
Group. We are the exclusive bar service provider at Theatre St. 
James and we are working on more exclusivities for 2019. Every 
year we are approached with different opportunities and creative 
ways to build our brand. We will see what happens but we are 
excited for anything that comes our way.” 

Email: INFO@BRAHMMAUER.COM

Facebook: FACEBOOK.COM/BRAHMMAUERBARSERVICES

Instagram: INSTAGRAM.COM/BRAHMMAUER
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GASTRONOMY

CHRISTINE 
BILODEAU

Chef Christine Bilodeau has been in the corporate 
industry for over  15  years before she decided to 
turn her passion into her business. What started 
off as an intimate dinner party organization turned 
into a full house now running corporate, private 

and special events catering with a team of over 25  independent 
workers. If that's not impressive enough, she managed to do this 

with two young children at home. Christine is the true definition 
of a #GOSS. She proves that passion beats all odds, and if you 
work hard enough you can turn your dreams into reality. 

Did you always know that you would become a Chef ?

It's funny because I always dreamed of becoming a Chef, I love to 
cook and new recipes come to me naturally. Everyone was telling 
me to start my own company but it never clicked that I could 
actually do this on a full time basis. Having come from the cor-
porate world, working a 9-5 as a manager at Bell Canada with 
many employees under me, I had the organizational and business 
mindset. At the same time, I was always dreaming of running my 
own business, so it was natural to take both my passions and make 
it into one.

Unlike other catering companies, Chic Chef offers clients an 
experience like none other. They offer a creative and gastronomic 
menu inspired from world cuisine fused with Montreal's restau-
rants trends. Combining her chef talents with her love for the art 
of receiving, Christine offers the best of both worlds; a culinary 
journey with unique and personalized decorations that only Chic 
Chef can provide. Whether you are hosting a private event, an 
elegant dinner or a casual cocktail, the Chic Chef team will handle 
every detail. They are experts in transforming homes and private 
venues into the elegant event that you envision. 

"I find catering companies usually focus on production and get-
ting as much out as possible, where as instead we focus on the 
artistic side, the visual aspect."

GASTRONOMY

Photo credit: Avril Franco Photographe
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Just the other week we did a wedding for a client who wanted us 
to re-create their favorite dishes from their trips around the world 
for their guests. We customized a six course setting from each 
different location they had traveled to. We made Vietnamese and 
Chinese dishes, to European and South African. It was spectacu-
lar and they loved it!

What do you specialize in ?

Personalised tapas bar to Wow your guests! From private to cor-
porate events, we create a personalized menu and theme that suits 
your needs.

How do you balance it all ?

An amazing team that I can count on, a great hus-
band, and my parents that are always their to sup-
port me.

What advice would you give aspiring entrepre-
neurs ?

If you are passionate about something just GO! 
You need to take action. Don’t wait for the perfect 
moment as it will never come, we have one life to live 
and it is short. You have the power to make the best 
out of it! Have confidence and trust in the process.

What are your future plans for the company ?

I want to develop the brand all over Quebec. I would 
like to eventually write a book, have an online store, 
expand my business in different markets. For now 
we can host up to 5 events a Saturday, my goal is to 
have 15 Chic Chef hosting their own events across 
Quebec.

GASTRONOMY
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FEATURE 
RESTAURATEUR BOYS
GOKUDO, BIIRU, HABANERA, 
ETC.

GASTRONOMY
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

DEZAN 
SHEERA

Advances in automation are forcing businesses to 
reimagine their human resources (HR) and payroll 
processing workflows. Contrary to popular per-
ceptions, automation will not replace employees, 
but rather compliment employee’s creative and 

critical skills – empowering them to be more productive.
Businesses can introduce automation into their organization 
through simple, practical applications that mechanize routine, 
monotonous tasks. Not only will this improve an organization’s 
level of productivity, but it will also prime both a business and 
its employees to be ready for further innovations in automation.

Changing the automation narrative

Automation has traditionally been associated with manufacturing 
and assembly. However, innovations in artificial intelligence (AI) 
and deep learning have widened the reach and scope of automation 
so that its potential can be felt from shop floors to head offices.
Unfortunately, workforces often express anxiety and even hostil-
ity towards technology’s growing reach – often, this is because of 
cynical, yet dominant, narratives associated with technological 
advances that posit images of mass layoffs and impossible learning 
curves. Contrary to popular belief, current automation regimes in 
HR and payroll are more likely to help human employees work 
than replace them.
According to a recent study of businesses in Asia Pacific by Willis 
Towers Watson, two thirds of employers believe that the goal of 
automation is to augment individual performance. Automation 
can help maximize employee productivity most directly not in 
information technology (IT) – as is commonly assumed – but in 
HR and payroll.

Both HR and payroll demand a combination of creative thinking 
and mundane, routinized work. This combination is not always 
mutually inclusive and can hamper an employee’s ability to effec-

tively focus on tasks that require analytical thinking and problem 
solving.

Automating and streamlining some of these processes frees an 
employee’s time, providing the space necessary to effectively prob-
lem solve and tackle complex tasks. Free from mundane, time 
intensive processes, many companies are beginning to treat their 
HR departments as profit centers.

Preparing for automation

Two major misconceptions about automating business processes 
is that they will either require a major overhaul of an entire IT 
system or that the software will not be affordable to small and 
medium sized businesses.
In fact, many HR and payroll applications can easily integrate 
into existing IT infrastructure. Many professional services firms 
that offer payroll and HR support and consultancy also have the 
capacity to implement cost-effective IT solutions. Getting IT, 
payroll, and HR support from the same provider means a more 
integrated system with comprehensive troubleshooting and ana-
lytical reporting.
Alternatively, businesses can explore migrating their on-premise 
servers and business processes onto the internet through a ‘cloud’. 
Though cloud migration is a significant internal change, it will 
save businesses money in the long term – allowing them to adapt 
to new technologies more organically and without expensive 
upfront investments into physical infrastructure and hardware.

A practical approach to automation

To provide a clearer picture of what automated HR and payroll 
functions could look like for business, we asked Thomas Zhang, 
IT director of Dezan Shira & Associates, to explain several 
important, user-friendly applications businesses first look to when 
embracing automation.
Zhang is an IT expert who has overseen the development of Dezan 
Shira’s cloud-based integrated HR and payroll system Asia Admin.

Automated payroll systems

An automated payroll system should be able to automatically cal-
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culate employees’ payroll data and generate reports on this infor-
mation for management. A data verification mechanism should be 
inbuilt to the application’s algorithm.
Such an application would save internal staff from having to man-
ually fill in spreadsheets on a regular basis – a tedious though time 
consuming task with a high margin for human error. Reducing 
mistakes in payroll processing minimizes the risk of violating local 
regulations.

Automated HR

An automated HR system should be able to automatically process 
and standardize employee information without having to re-enter 
it manually across multiple platforms. This is of particular impor-
tance when dealing with offices that operate in multiple languages.
An automated HR also means simpler data collection – enabling 
staff to submit individual data on a self-service tool – as well as 
easily generated reports and employee profiles for management. 
HR applications should provide single portals for submitted, 
receiving and approving employee requests with built in notifica-
tions for both the supervisor and the employee.

Integrating HR and payroll systems

Integrating HR and payroll systems through automated applica-
tions facilitates the easy exchange of data between both systems.
If an employee takes an unpaid leave in the HR system, for exam-
ple, this information will be automatically transferred to the pay-
roll system when calculating the employee’s next salary payment. 
Similarly, if an employee receives a pay raise or bonus, the payroll 
system can readjust their salary without manual imputing the data 
a second time.
Company health and analytics
Automating key business processes means that mass amounts of 
a company’s raw data are processed and stored on a single, intel-
ligent data point. An often overlooked benefit of automating HR 
and payroll processing is the company insights and analytics this 
data can produce. Additional applications, such as Microsoft’s 
Power BI, can visualize this data into graphs, charts, and info-
graphics updated daily onto customized dashboards.

Stakeholders in a company’s home country can access always 

up-to-date analytics about their operations in Asia – ensuring 
informed decision-making, reducing the chances of fraud in 
remote offices, and improving knowledge sharing with offices 
separated by geography, time zones, and language.



FEW

Meet Anna Wong and Ines Gafsi, Founders of 
FEW; the world renown platform for Female 
Entrepreneurs Worldwide (FEW). These two 
business leaders decided to merge their back-
grounds in marketing and business develop-

ment to create a hub for women. Founded in Hong Kong, but 
with an international angle, FEW has quickly become the go-to 
reference for networking with like-minded professionals, women 
who want to learn to start a business or how to run their business 
better. Keep reading to find out the story behind women who are 
inspiring others to chase their dreams and follow their passion.
Ines is a social media expert and community leader. She began 
her career in France where she developed strong leadership and 
expertise in brand building,  strategic part-
nerships, digital marketing, e-commerce 
and CRMs across the luxury and F&B 
industries.
Anna is a futurist - she manages strategic 
planning and development, corporate rela-
tionships, branding and content strategy 
for FEW. In the past year, she has success-
fully gained the company cash sponsorship 
from leading corporates to aid operations. 
She has also developed excellent corporate 
relationships with multinational companies 
including Google, JP Morgan, Swire Hold-
ing, MTR Corporation, Huawei Technolo-
gy, Tencent, Global Sources and China South City.

What made you decide to launch Female Entrepreneurs 
Worldwide?

Ines: I've been in HK for the last seven years, I was working in the 
luxury industry and I wanted to get closer to the Chinese market. 
Anna and I met at an event in HK, at a TED Talk, and we real-
ized we both shared the same ambition to start our own business 
and create a community for entrepreneurs. That's why we started 
FEW. It's been 3 years now. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an entrepreneur?

Anna: Yes actually, before FEW I had other companies before, so 
that's why I think it's something I want to continue to do.

Ines: For me it was something I had in my mind I just didn't know 
quite what it would be - I've tried different businesses but nothing 
I got really excited about and when meeting with Anna it felt very 
natural to start FEW and grow the community organically. 

What services do you offer at FEW?

Anna: We started with offline events, we partner with big com-
panies to decide the content covering from investment, legal, 
marketing technology and for our members to learn. It's not just 
networking - we offer advice in each industry. We launched our 
APP recently where women can get advice on starting their own 

companies.

Ines: The APP is available on the Apple 
Store, by searching FEW Community 
- we have a Chinese and English ver-
sion.

Can you tell us about a specific 
challenge you faced when you first 
launched your company ?

Ines: There's a lot. At the beginning it 
was literally just Anna and I who man-
aged everything, so we had to be adapt-

able, having to wear a lot of different hats. Our main challenge 
was also finding the team and also growing. Now expanding in 
new markets overseas is a challenge as well, finding new partners, 
etc. It's an amazing journey, we're learning a lot along the way and 
we're ready to take on more challenges along the way to build this 
global community.

Where do you see FEW in the next 5 years ?

Anna: FEW to us is not just a company, it's a brand and we want 
to expand to other cities in the next few years. We have women 
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“We want 
women to chase 

their dreams 
without 

limitations.”
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in other cities/countries like Singapore, Silicon Valley, Dubai who 
would like to run FEW in these cities so that's something we will 
be focusing on. 

What advice would you give yourself when you first started?

Anna: I would say to find a business model that will work. A lot 
of ideas won't work in the market so it's important to make sure 
your business is viable.

Ines: Your expectation on time is a big thing. We're very excited 
to do a lot of things and now we realize that we are much stronger 
focusing on one area of the business for it to be successful.

What motivates you to keep going and pushing the envelope ?

Anna: When it comes to the future plan for FEW is we have the 
same goal and vision. This is why we work hard and we push 
ourselves to continuously grow.

Ines: I think we're very driven by the constant messages we receive 
from women from our community that felt truly inspired or 
that we helped. We have tons of amazing stories from women 
who came to our conference and were hesitant to pursue their 
dream and create their business but felt much more motivated and 
having the support system were they can find business partners 
and having an impact in peoples lives is what motivates us. 

What does success represent to you ?

Ines: Success is defined in many different ways, we want to help 
women start their business, grow their business and really being 
able to have a sustainable business.

Anna: We have different definitions of success: [To us] we want 
women to chase their dreams without limitations. We wanted to 
create a platform, with positive energy, we want women to make 
something happen, to build success stories, to do something they 
have passion for - in a better way. We want to be the solution to 
their problems in a personal and business sense. 

Future projects coming up for FEW ?

We have just ended our annual conference which took place in 
Shenzhen, China. We're gathering female leaders and entrepre-
neurs from all around the world to listen to inspiring women 
worldwide. Our last edition was in Shanghai, and we partnered 
with Xintiandi and Elle Magazine. Next one will take place in 
Singapore!

We're excited to build new partnerships with local business leaders 
and also welcoming women from all around the world. 

FEW.COMMUNITY

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
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MEDICAL

A DAY IN THE 
LIFE of 
DR. JONATHAN 
ASSAYAG

Dr. Jonathan Assayag is a Medical Practitioner 
based in Montreal, Quebec. In just a few years 
out of residency he's managed to build a medical 
empire that allows him to work flexibly in the 
public and private system. He owns and oper-

ates Clinique Reference MD in the East area of Montreal, right 
off Belanger street in a beautiful one-stop shop medical complex. 
He also Co-Founded and manages JAG Property Management 
Group, and has investments in multiple businesses. He's not your 
typical doctor, and he pulls it off with a smile. 

Could you give us a breakdown of an average day in your prac-
tice?

My day to day varies greatly depending on where I’m working 
during that period. I work in hospital and clinic, practicing gener-
al medicine as well as non invasive aesthetic medicine (including 
botox, fillers and laser treatments but excluding major surgical 
interventions that are usually performed by plastic surgeons.) I 
also have many other non-medical commitments as I own and 
manage a five story medical complex, a medical clinic as well as 
an aesthetic clinic and I have a stake in a few other projects as well 
(mainly real estate projects). For the most part, I like to get my day 
started early around 8 AM and usually end my work day at around 
7 PM. I also work two weekends a month and I try to maintain a 
healthy social life so it does get a little busy. I personally see about 
20-40 patients on a busy day which ranges from minimal cases to 
intense medical procedures. Every day is different, which is the 
part that I love the most. Uncovering new cases and helping my 
patients get better is what gives me the motivation to wake up in 
the morning.

Where did your interest in medicine stem from, what made 
you want to become a doctor?

My interest in medicine began when I was 13 years old. I went 
through some health issues at that time where I had to be hos-
pitalized for three months. Even though my father was a doctor, 
that was my first real encounter in the medical field. I saw first 
hand the devotion and passion that those professionals had and 
it inspired me. Later on in life, I also saw my father go above and 
beyond in order help countless people in our community and I 
guess it kind of rubbed off on me. 

Photo credit: Avril Franco Photographe
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MEDICAL

How did you get started in your field and get your first job?

I got started working with people in the medical field during my 
studies in University as a young medical student working in hospi-
tals all over Quebec and New Brunswick. Then I continued on as 
a medical resident working in Ottawa for two years before finally 
settling back into Montreal. I was able to start working in hospital 
as soon as I got back to this beautiful city and since then I have 
been fine tuning my medical career, keeping my knowledge up 
to date, starting new business’ and following my many passions.

What is the best part of practicing medicine? 

The best part of practicing medicine is the gift of being able to 
connect with so many people on a very deep and intimate level.

What’s the worst?

The worst part is the politics and administrative part of it all but 
I do my best to not let that interfere with the love I have for my 
profession.

Where do you see medicine in Canada going in the future?

The medical system in Canada varies greatly from province to 
province. In Quebec, the system is currently going through many 
changes and the outcome remains to be seen. But in general, I 
believe that the future of medicine is trending toward is a duel 
healthcare model composed of a public and private system in 
order to alleviate some of the strains on the public sector.

Is there any advice that you wished you received before going 
into the field? 

An important point that is rarely brought up is the emotional 
strain that medical professionals often experience. I believe that it 
is important to discuss it early on with aspiring doctors and med-
ical students in order to try and prepare them to handle it. With 
all the work, the long hours and stress it’s easy to lose yourself in
it all so my best advice to anyone in any stage of their medical 
career is to stay passionate and always remember that your dealing 
with real people and not just laboratory values in a chart.
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LUXCEY 
BEAUTY

Rose Gwet is the Founder of Luxcey Organic Beauty 
Products. She started Luxcey to inspire slow living, a 
communion with nature, and stepping into positive 
rituals. Drawing on her roots and time spent living 
in a Cameroonian village, she found inspiration 

in life’s simple moments and believes in dedicating time to one’s 
well-being. From her words : with simplicity and minimalism, we 
invite you to enjoy. Allow yourself to begin an endless exploration 
as you take divine daily moments to embrace your body and soul. 
Each product is created with natural and noble ingredients that 
create textures, scents, and colours to treat your senses.

Tell me about your journey. 

I was born in France, but while growing up my parents thought 
it crucial for me to spend a few years in our village in Cameroon 
to learn about my culture and heritage. This experience changed 
my life. Being surrounded by the rainforest, water, and wildlife, 
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remained within me forever. I learned to respect Nature, its 
rhythms, its limits, and the simple rituals practiced by human 
beings and animals. 

The people taught me their daily rituals, and their minimalistic 
approach to beauty. It was both meaningful and sophisticated. 
They taught me to focus on the body as a whole. Rituals and 
simple, daily gestures, create a moment to take care without com-
promise. Repetition, simplicity and efficiency embody a unique 
way of living.

After returning to France from many years in our village, I became 
my own skin chef in our tiny kitchen. At the time, I was suffering 
from eczema, acne, and extreme dryness on my body. It was in 
that moment, 14 years ago, that I decided to find peace within my 
body by exploring this creative passion. I started to formulate the 
most potent and multi-purpose treats from myself, and then for 
others. Using ingredients from our family kitchen, I watched the 
stunning results over time. On my own body, I experienced the 
power of nature in my busy urban world. 

Luxcey is gift I want to share without borders. I created each ele-
ment using inspiration from my cultural mix between Cameroon 
and France, as well as my passion for travel and new experiences. 
Each product is named after a personal experience, a person that I 
love, or a dose of inspiration that crossed my path. 

At the start, I designed this minimalist line for myself, my family, 
and my friends. These treats are part of my own daily rituals to 
connect with my body and soul that bring balance to my over-
loaded schedules and challenges. I was born in France, but while 
growing up my parents thought it crucial for me to spend a few 
years in our village in Cameroon to learn about my culture and 
heritage. This experience changed my life. Being surrounded by 
the rainforest, water, and wildlife, remained within me forever. I 
learned to respect Nature, its rhythms, its limits, and the simple 
rituals practiced by human beings and animals. 

The people taught me their daily rituals, and their minimalistic 
approach to beauty. It was both meaningful and sophisticated. 
They taught me to focus on the body as a whole. Rituals and 
simple, daily gestures, create a moment to take care without com-

promise. Repetition, simplicity and efficiency embody a unique 
way of living.

After returning to France from many years in our village, I became 
my own skin chef in our tiny kitchen. At the time, I was suffering 
from eczema, acne, and extreme dryness on my body. It was in 
that moment, 14 years ago, that I decided to find peace within my 
body by exploring this creative passion. I started to formulate the 
most potent and multi-purpose treats from myself, and then for 
others. Using ingredients from our family kitchen, I watched the 
stunning results over time. On my own body, I experienced the 
power of nature in my busy urban world. 

Luxcey is gift I want to share without borders. I created each ele-
ment using inspiration from my cultural mix between Cameroon 
and France, as well as my passion for travel and new experiences. 
Each product is named after a personal experience, a person that I 
love, or a dose of inspiration that crossed my path. 

At the start, I designed this minimalist line for myself, my family, 
and my friends. These treats are part of my own daily rituals to 
connect with my body and soul that bring balance to my over-
loaded schedules and challenges. 

You can discover Luxcey collection on our website: WWW.LUXCEY.COM
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PUSH FORWARD 
your practice to the next level 
with our in practice consulting 

services

GET FOUND AND 
GAIN NEW PATIENTS 

with our medical 
marketing department

GAIN INVALUABLE 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS 
for you and your team with 

our online learning platform 
(coming out October 2018)

ACCESS TOOLS 
you need to effectively meet 

management challenges 
every day

READY TO GROW YOUR PRACTICE?  

MedicalBlossom.com   |   514.947.4311

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO SUCCESSFULLY 

MANAGE AND MARKET  YOUR PRACTICE

Feeling stuck in your journey? Whether you’re just starting, have been in business
 for a while or planning to quickly expand, we will help you get to that next level.
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WELLNESS

IT’S TIME for 
SELF-CARE 

by Sharon Davidson Founder and Owner of “Be-well”

A
lthough we know having good health from a life-
style of healthy habits will give us a higher level 
of energy to sustain us to perform optimally, and 
will empower us in our home life, workday and 
in our relationships, 

it seems our attempts to balance our life 
and wellness take a backseat to working or 
being busy, and the busier folks are, greater 
is the need to be well. We do stuff for every-
one else except for ourselves. 

If we could just take the time to listen to 
our inner wisdom voice to adjust our life to 
be healthy, well, and fit? 

Human beings are complex. Each of us 
has deep within us a unique inner wisdom 
to guide us in what we need to do for our 
highest good including our health, yet we 
rarely think on a daily basis to address what 
we need, or take enough time to follow 
healthy habits. Addressing the needs of our inner and outer self will 
give us the best possibility to be well.To meet the responsibility of 
self-care that we owe our self to be flexible, creative and efficient 

managing time and varying your healthcare regimen, and get sup-
port (if you need it).

So how do we rejuvenate our wellbeing (mind, body and soul) 
with wholeness, harmony and balance? 
In fact our wellness, needs and requires a 
holistic approach, to address each aspect 
of wellness: physical, social, emotional, 
intellectual (mental), environmental and 
spiritual. Here are some useful tips: 

Physical

Eat healthy and whole; (Grow your own 
organic food), Hydrate with pure water; Sit 
less, Move and keep moving. Get a sufficient 
night’s sleep (no cell phone) to rest your 
mind, replenish body’s energy, and rejuve-
nate its hormones crucial to your health and 
wellbeing. Engage a support network, or 
someone to be accountable to like a buddy 

who shares your health goals and will help motivate you to attain 
them; (a friend, personal trainer, a holistic health coach or wellness 
consultant)

“The greatest 
gift we can give 
ourselves and 

others, is to love 
and take care 
of ourselves, to 

Be-well”
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WELLNESS

Social

Human beings need “in- person, contact to fully engage their 
emotional and intuitive senses; Speak in person as much as pos-
sible;  Lessen time spent on the computer, mobile devices, and 
social media (not to connect only virtually). 

Emotional

Follow your heart; Think positive thoughts, Pay attention to your 
moods, attitudes, and re-actions. Make appropriate choices for 
your desired results.

Intellectual (Mental)

Stay curious, learn to grow to the next level, new challenges in-
spires our creativity and feeds our thoughts. Meet new people, 
explore unfamiliar places or do something new… this is how we 
find out who we are and what we are made of, what we know or 
don’t know, what we can or cannot do. 

Spiritual

Assess and reassess. Consciously go within to explore and under-
stand who you are, why you are here and what you want to do 
with your life (all you need to know is within you). Some ways 
to find answers to your deep questions are: Take alone time to 
just be quiet, journal, meditate, or pray; Seek God; Express grat-
itude, as there’s always someone or something to be grateful for. 

Environmental

Spend time in nature, walk or lay on the earth to ground your 
anxiety and stress.  Recycle, Reuse, Reduce: Use non-toxic clean-
ers and energy saving appliances; Compost food scraps; Make 
conscious clothing purchases to prevent the waste of disposable 
fashion. 

We are each a master of life. The true success of our being well 
is our interest and participation in taking care of our health and 
wellness with a holistic approach. Start with one thing, get good 
at it, add on something else, keep practicing and don’t give up. To 
be well takes awareness, commitment of time and effort, patience, 
consistent practice, with a key goal to be kind, loving, and to 
accept our self and each other. 
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WELLNESS

HYDROTHERAPY
for a  BALANCED
LIFE by Rebecca Perez

Taking care of your physiological state is even more important 
than you think, especially as an entrepreneur. You don't realize 
how many ours in a day you spend in front of a computer screen, 
or running around from meeting to meeting. Recent studies show 
that spending only 60 minutes a week at a hydrotherapy spa can 
decrease stress levels, blood pressure and increase overall well 
being. We know taking time off to pamper yourself is a luxury 
in our society, because it usually comes at a hefty price. Well Spa 
Scandinave has fixed this problem for us entrepreneurs.

Unlimited Membership at Spa Scandinave Montreal

Tucked in-between St Sulpice and de La Commune in the heart of 
the Old Montreal, Spa Scandinave still remains a hidden gem due 
to its very secret location. The second you enter, you feel an auto-
matic release in your shoulders, get a whiff of the eucalyptus scent 
and calming music that automatically puts you in the zone. Their 

strict rule of "no phone" allows you forcefully to disconnect from 
the outside world, even just for an hour. Once you're checked 
in, you're given a bracelet and a pair of shoes. The beauty about 
this spa unlike others is the turn-key system. No need to bring 
anything but a bathing suit, they have got you covered! 

I started using the cycle about three months ago regularly. Taking 
advantage of the "unlimited membership package" which gives 
you access to the hot/cold baths, spa, sauna and steam room every 
day of the week. 

At first, I would come once a week to relax for a few hours... Until 
I realized something : most of what I needed was a quick mid-day 
break. So instead of going for 3-4 hours at a time I started doing 
four times a week, at 20-25 minutes max each time. Something 
interesting happened : 

1. My efficiency level has gone up

I've gotten so used to taking time off in the day to completely dis-
connect, that I find myself more efficient during my work hours. 
I know when I'm no longer being productive and need "down 
time", and assess right away. The beauty about it is I'm able to go 
back to work after a relaxing session. Taking a break in between 
my meetings has become a necessity for me to become productive. 

2. I sleep longer and better at night 

The fact that I am walking distance from the spa, makes it easier 
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for me to go at the end of my day as well. Usually I go around 8:00 
pm, after a dinner meeting for a quick sauna/hot water combo. I 
come out 40 minutes later and catch up on emails / phone calls 
before going to bed. I sleep much better and can actually get to 
my "deep sleep" cycle. I was never able to do that before.

3. I'm more focused on tasks

I've learned to disconnect, which is the hardest thing to do as 
an entrepreneur. We don't realize just how glued we are to our 
phones, television, or any device on a daily basis. Having to leave 
my phone in the locker and focus on my breathing, has naturally 
made me independent of my mobile. Also the "silent rule" has 
made me more attentive to my being, and more self aware. It's 
life changing.

4. I developed better time management skills

I have a particular routine that I do : shower, hot bath for 5 min-
utes, cold pool for 5 minutes, steam room for 10, sauna and then 
the silent room for 15 minute nap. I don't even time this anymore 
my body just naturally knows when it's enough in each section. 
This 35 minute cycle makes me more attentive to time in all areas 
of the day. I used to be that person who would spend 3-4 hours 
at a spa, but unless it's a leisure experience with a friend / or boy-
friend it's much more efficient to go in, recharge and leave (in my 
experience). This is why the unlimited access is so rewarding ; it 
allows you to go in as much as you'd like, any time of the day!

5. I learned to disconnect and relax! 

I cannot stress enough how important it is to disconnect every 
single day when you are working heavy hours / spending a lot 
of energy on tasks. It's highly important for your health and 
wellbeing. I have seen many people around me crash or burn out 
completely because they don't take the time to rest and take care 
of their health foremost. I "spoil" myself daily because that is the 
only way I'll be willing and able to work as much as I do. Wether 
it's weekly massages, four times / week at the spa or even just 
taking one hour of the day for YOU, it is so important to do so. 

I can no longer go a week without my spa ritual. If you're not 
already on this regiment, I highly suggest you give it a try. It has 
literally changed my life, and the way I deal with my business. Spa 
Scandinave for the WIN. 

WELLNESS
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ENDING THE 
AGE of HUSTLE 

and ENTERING 
THE AGE of BEING 
YOURSELF 

by Brandon Bozarth

Entrepreneurship is notorious for creating a community 
based on “hustle”, “grind”, and “sacrifice.” It has been a 
collective belief that an entrepreneur needs to be these 
things in order to be successful. “success” traditionally 
being how much money you have earned, the status 

you’ve achieved, the cars you have, or even the people you have 
helped. Everyone wants to keep score and is willing to be someone 
else completely to have the most points on the scoreboard… The 
truth is entrepreneurship is just a word, just like success and status, 
they don’t inherently mean anything beyond your own definition 
of them. Most people have simply adopted these definitions from 
their parents and/or society. Not to mention that 80% of your be-

liefs, beyond entrepreneurship, by the age of 30, are not even your 
beliefs. Do you know the average person has about 68,000 thoughts 
per day and 90% of them are negative?

Why is this?

Well, the same reason you may feel like you aren’t fulfilled with 
your life, your business, you feel you need to get more and more to 
fill a void within you, you think you can't have a balanced, healthy, 
low stress life AND be successful etc… Is because you have an out-
dated belief system. By the time you are 7 years old your personality 
is formed and your belief system is over 90% set and crystalized. 

WELLNESS
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Meaning how you see the world, how you see yourself and others, 
and how you see success is defined and locked into the neurological 
pathways of your brain. Why is there so much chaos in the world? 
Because we have a bunch of 7 year old belief systems making deci-
sions for us!

Here’s the good news!

You can change your belief system, reorient 
your personality, and transform your life in 
a moment. And if that sentence brought up 
even a sliver of doubt, you have work to do 
because I’ve seen 1,000’s of people do it. 
The good news is it can be exciting and you 
can start right now.
The process of transforming the beliefs 
within you that are causing anxiety, fear, 
worry, doubt, jealousy, anger etc… (did I 
mention your beliefs are the source of all 
happiness or suffering?) into a belief that 
is positive and aligns with your higher self 
is called Integration. As you integrate the beliefs that are not you, 
the true you can emerge and the feeling that is associated with this 
version of you can be the guiding principle to run your business 
and your life. 

"If it doesn’t feel like this, I’m not doing it!"

Then you can get to a point where your personal life and profes-
sional life blend in such a way where the SAME you gets to show 
up to all areas of your life. This is called living a life of passion, 
excitement and alignment. 
If you can identity any area of your life that does not reflect excite-
ment or passion, or that you would like to change, here’s a process you 

can do to let go of any belief that is keeps you choosing that reality.
Step One

What emotion arises when you are in this situation you say you 
don’t prefer? (fear, frustration, anger etc…)

Step Two

What must you believe about yourself in 
this situation that is making you feel this 
way? or, How are you defining this sit-
uation in a negative way? or, What’s the 
worst possible thing that can happen in 
this situation? (this is where you find the 
belief )
 *KEY* (You will find the core belief 
when you find what belief said situation 
is reflecting back to you when it is a belief 
about yourself, so keep digging, if you re 
honest with yourself you will always find 
an answer)

Step Three Is the belief true? and/or is it bad?

As soon as you find the negative belief and realize it is not true and 
does not make sense IT IS GONE! This is called self inquiry and can 
transform any situation into an opportunity to learn, grow, and be 
more of yourself.
Remember you get to write the rules, rewrite all the definitions of suc-
cess that don’t work for you, let go of the beliefs that cause you to not 
be yourself, and be grateful for the challenges and triggers bringing 
inviting you through the illusion of fear and back into yourself. For it 
is remembering who you really are from a new perspective that causes 
the universe to expand… 

BONUS EXERCISE:

Try this for 30 days… Start your morning with the statement “today I will not judge anyone. Then, 
as you go through your day, if you catch yourself in a judgment, ask yourself “Am I actually judging 
myself here? What belief about myself did this person bring up to integrate?” You will be surprised 
at what you find!

WELLNESS
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DATING in 
the DIGITAL AGE
by Kavita Ajwani, Founder of Dashing Date

W           oho would have thought that relation-
ships would one day begin by waving 
an imaginary wand at a digital screen, 
flipping through infinite photos of other 
humans? That two people could meet 

by making snap judgements as quickly as they would buying a 
couch; colour, depth, height, style. Better yet, who would have 
ever thought that it could actually work? The fact is, dating online 
works. The spectators from years ago were proven dead wrong… 
and have probably found their significant other online since then.

Just like everything else in our lives, the digital era has rein-
vented every nook and corner of the dating scene. Despite 
the digital revolution, some things truly never change, and 
when it comes to dating LOVE, thank goodness for that!

Today, if you spend more time with your phone than you do with your 
friends, it’s considered normal. But what you don’t realize is that with 
your eyes glued to the screen, you are potentially missing your chance 
for romance. This addiction to technology leaves you lacking a gen-
uine desire to get to know someone and, given the fast-paced culture 
— especially that is coupled with dating apps —  you’re far less likely 
to give people a second chance anymore. The irony of being always 
connected is never truly connecting. You’re not going to find your 
soulmate through swipes or double taps. You’re going to find them by 
looking up from your phone and interacting with them—in real life. 

That doesn’t mean that you can’t meet someone online. Of course you 
can, in fact, if you’re not online dating right now, I encourage you to 
be open to it, to try it, for the main reason that it gives you access to 
so many people that you wouldn’t otherwise ever cross paths with. 

The key is to remember that online dating platforms and apps are 
tools, not solutions. Something I always say is that online dating 
is great to facilitate introductions, but it’s also great at ending rela-
tionships before they have a chance to begin. A big part of this is 
because too much gets lost in translation when you try to get 
to know someone through a series of text messages. Texts strip 
away almost everything that is vital to communication; the tone 
of voice, body language, eye contact, smiling, the list goes on. It’s 
no surprise your best friend is your also your dating CTO (Chief 
Translation Officer). So, repeat after me: online dating is designed 
to form introductions, not relationships. In other words, stop 
dragging things out on dating apps and, instead, get in front of the 
people you find interesting if you want to give them a real chance.

What makes love so special, so needed, and so desired, is that 
you can’t design it, force it, or predict it. It has to just happen and 
there are elements beyond your control that make love happen, 
like chemistry for one. Note: Chemistry is simply not something 
you can gauge from a profile photo, it only happens in person.

Now, if you’re like most people, you’re probably hoping for some 
secret sauce that will spice up your love life. So here goes… drum 
roll please… just be human. Wait, what? As simple as it sounds, 
it’s so easy to overlook in the digital age. No bio, no picture and no 
filter will ever come close to the real deal. Everything that makes 
you who you are; your smile, personality, interests, desires and 
sense of humour will all contribute to the chemistry you feel with 
someone else. Being yourself will work in your favour, trust me.

Some final words before I unleash you back into the digital world 
of dating: treat others like humans too (not like couches). De-
velop a curiosity to get to know someone for who they really 
are. Give people second chances. Remember that you can 
strike gold when you’re willing to dig beyond the surface. And, 
from time to time, consider giving your phone the night off.

WELLNESS
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STOP TRYING to find 
your

 PURPOSE 
by Samantha Kris

T
here’s so much pressure these days on ‘finding your 
purpose.’ We see a lot of mission-driven business 
owners, people who are always smiling and friends 
who just seem to have it all figured out. Three years 
ago I was unemployed after leaving my comfort-

able corporate job and taking a chance on working for a start-up 
that tanked and I would roll my eyes at those living their purpose. 
Sure, it was beautiful to see and I was very happy for them but 
I wasn’t even sure how I’d get through the day, much less what I 
‘meant’ for. Nevertheless, I couldn’t deny that I wanted more — 
more of myself, more of my relationships, more growth, more hap-
piness, more fulfillment, more success. But, I wasn’t one of the lucky 
ones whose life’s purpose was known from the get-go. So, I decided 
to create my own luck and consequently discovered my purpose.
In a time where I needed direction I was looking for purpose every-
where. Volunteering, interviews, coffee dates, under couch cush-
ions. Alas, no purpose to be found… until I shifted my perspective. 
I stopped trying to find it in the outer world and turned my focus 
inward and went down a path of self-discovery. I emerged with a 
sense of resonance, empowerment, an action plan and an under-
standing of what I stood to gain by stepping into my potential. My 
purpose, the driving force behind who I am, became clear. All of a 
sudden, I was one of those smiley, mission-driven entrepreneurs. I 
did it by asking these questions:

Photo Credit : PAZIT PEREZ
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What makes you happy?

Stopping to think what makes you smile, what makes you wake up 
in excitement and go to bed content is important to identify when 
mapping out your journey. There can be multiple things and they 
don’t have to be connected but they should be acknowledged and 
documented so you can incorporate them along your path

What is an energy generator, 
not an energy drainer for you?

Do more of what fuels you. Life 
is too short to coast through 
feeling exhausted. Think about 
the things you spend time on, or 
would like to be spending time 
on, that add to your day rather 
than detract from it.

When do you feel and perform 
at your best?

First, acknowledge what ‘best’ 
feels like for you. Maybe it’s feel-
ing relaxed, living a fast-paced 
life, being in a classroom, stand-
ing on stage, having a regular 
schedule or traveling the world. Then think about how you can 
tap into that on a regular basis.

How can I build a career around those things and make them 
part of my everyday life?

Writer Annie Dillard famously said, “How we spend our days is, 
of course, how we spend our lives.” The reality for many of us is 
that our days are spent working; in fact, the average person will 
spend 90,000 hours at work over a lifetime. Working in your 
sources of happiness, finding ways to stay energized and feel and 
perform your best will have a huge impact on your quality of life 
and ensure that the ⅓ of your life spent working is aligned with 
your purpose.

What limiting beliefs and fears are keeping me from this life or 
could potentially get in the way of my success? 

All the motivation and purposeful intent in the world can be stifl
ed if you don’t face what is, or could potentially be, in the way of 
making it a reality. There are both internal and external factors 
to consider when thinking about what could get in your way. 

Pinpoint those ahead of time and 
have a plan ready if or when you 
encounter them so you can con-
tinue on your journey.

Remember that you will evolve, 
and so too may your purpose. You 
will experience different phases 
in your life which your sources 
of motivation will change — 
young adulthood, parenthood, 
your professional commitments, 
changes to your health, just to 
name a few. This evolution isn’t 
demonstrative of a lack of devo-
tion, it is natural and should be 
embraced.

I’m not of the belief that you 
need a life purpose, or else you’re 

doomed to go nowhere and live a meaningless and unhappy life. 
However, I am of the belief that better discovering yourself and 
what drives you, putting aside what you’ve been conditioned to 
think happiness and success looks like, will empower you to make 
life choices that shape you into someone you love and are proud 
of.

WWW.SAMANTHAKRIS.COM 

“The greatest challenge 
in life is discovering 

who you are. 
The second greatest is 

being happy with what 
you find.”  

 
Auliq Ice

WELLNESS
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RULES
of  BECOMING a

#GOSS 

Defined as a woman who lives in her power. She is confident, strong, 
empowers others and true to herself.  Are you our next cover ? 

See if you fit the criteria. 

1. TAKES THE LEAD

2. FINANCIALLY AND EMOTIONALLY INDEPENDENT

3. HUMBLE 

4. TAKES CARE OF HER APPEARANCE, WELLNESS AND BEING

5. INTERNALLY MOTIVATED

6. POSITIVE BY NATURE 

7. HELPS OTHER WOMEN STRIVE 

8. GRATEFUL  

9. DOESN'T WASTE TIME ON TRIVIAL MATTERS  

10. GIVES BACK!
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